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ABSTRACT
Due to still considerable number of death persons during car accidents, the car producers
aim is to proper design of car to reduce severity consequence caused by accidents. During
collision of head impactor with bonnet of car, the impactor is decelerated and to resultant
deceleration curve is applied HIC criterion. HIC shows the rate of possible head injury during
collision. Main aim of thesis is to look for most appropriate deceleration curve of child head
impactor with collision of Škoda Superb II bonnet from HIC point of view, additionally to
propose modification to bonnet structure and surrounding parts to approach of real decelera-
tion curve to analytical physiologically admissible variant. The problem is solved, making use
of computational modeling utilizing the explicit variant of Finite Element Method (FEM).
In the first part of thesis, the data are analyzed from collision of child head impactor into
the bonnet structure, especially data are analyzed of energy absorbed by bonnet. Mentioned
data were provided by Škoda Auto a.s. Next part deals with design of analytical deceleration
curves by using sinusoidal, rectangular and triangular functions. Further the 2 peak trian-
gular function of deceleration is proposed and modifiable by parameters. Optimization of
approximated geometry model of bonnet structure according to previously proposed 2 peak
triangular function is done. In next part the original geometry model of bonnet is modified
according to optimal deceleration curve.
Keyword: child head impactor, explicit variant of finite element method, optimization of
bonnet, HIC criterion, optimization of deceleration curves
ABSTRAKT
Kvůli stále značnému počtu usmrcených chodců při dopravních nechodách se výrobci au-
tomobilů snaží pomocí vhodné konstrukce automobilu zmírnit následky způsobené nehodou.
Při srážce impaktoru hlavy s kapotou automobilu dochází ke zpomalení impaktoru a na toto
zpomalení je aplikováno HIC kitérium. HIC kritérium vyhodnocuje míru možnosti poranění
hlavy při srážce. Cílem diplomové práce je výběr nejvhodnějšího časového průběhu zpomalení
dětského impaktoru hlavy při srážce s kapotou automobilu Škoda Superb II z hlediska HIC
kritéria a navržení konstrukčních úprav kapoty a okolních částí, které se dostanou do kontaktu
tak, aby se skutečný průběh blížil teoretické fyziologicky přípustné variantě. Pro výpočtové
modelování úlohy byla použita explicitní varianta metody konečných prvků (MKP). V první
části práce jsou analyzovány data ze simulací úderu impaktoru dětské hlavy na kapotu auta,
zvlástě pak analýzy částí energie spotřebované kapotou při srážce s impaktorem. Tyto data
byly poskytnuté firmou Škoda Auto a.s. Další část se zaobírá návrhem křivek zpomalení
se sinusovým, čtvercovým a trojúhelníkým tvarem. Dále je také navržena 2 vrcholová tro-
júhelníhová křivka zpomalení, jež je pomocí parametrů modifikovatelná. Optimalizací aprox-
imovaného modelu geometrie kapoty automobilu při dopadu impaktoru hlavy na navržený
model geometrie kapoty je zajištěno podobné shody s dříve optimalizovanou 2 vrcholovou tro-
júhleníkovou křivkou zpomalení. V další části je použit originální model geometrie kapoty
automobilu Škoda Superb II a další optimalizace modelu geometrie kapoty vůči optimálnímu
časovému průběhu zpomalení.
Klíčová slova: impaktor dětské hlavy, explicitní varianta metody konečných prvků, opti-
malizace kapoty, HIC kritérium, optimalizce křivky zpomalení
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1. Introduction
A trend in automotive industry shows that the aim is not only to increase power of engines
or passengers comfort however also they aiming more and more to the persons safety inside
or outside of the car.
There is a still a lot of space for improvement in the field of pedestrian safety because
during collision of pedestrian with vehicles the pedestrians are worse protected against to
occupants of car. Therefore the automobile producers attempt to achieve high safety in
pedestrian protection field. For Europe, the independent consortium EuroNCAP gives pro-
cedures how to perform partial impact tests. To the tested vehicles, EuroNCAP gives rating
from partial test such as occupant safety (adult and child), pedestrian safety and safety as-
sist which represent seat belt reminders (SBR), speed assistance systems (SAS) or electronic
stability control (ESC) etc. Each result improvements of tests are reflected in higher score
of safety represented by number of stars and it increases the prestige of car.
During collision of pedestrian with car, the various parts of pedestrian body are exposed
to impact. Highest probability of pedestrian severe injury is due to impact of the head to
the front of car especially bonnet and windscreen. Therefore presented diploma thesis deals
with impact of child head substitute called headform with bonnet of car. Within impact the
headform is decelerated and onto resultant deceleration curve is applied Head Injury Criterion
(HIC) which is measure of the likelihood of head injury arising from an impact. Therefore is
necessary to analyze the deceleration curves of headform and to design the bonnet structure
exhibiting the best achieved HIC values.
Within EuroNCAP test protocols are proposed physical tests of impactors collision with
vehicle. Obviously the test are consuming from time and costs point of view and therefore
the computational simulations are offered to use by Finite Element Method utilizing explicit
algorithm. The analysis of impact simulation represents main aim of thesis.
To model deceleration curve the portion of energy absorbed by bonnet and time duration
of impact are necessary to know. Further application of proposed deceleration curves into
the designed bonnet structure which provide the best HIC values is done. The maximal
deflection of bonnet structure to 60 mm in vertical direction serves as another restriction
where at mentioned position are engine parts which cause hard impact.
Achieved findings is possible to use for further optimization of bonnet structure, where
nowadays the active bonnets are used which allow to extension of deformation trajectory for
headform.
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2. Problematic situation
Pedestrian protection is significant entity from overall safety performance of car. Its
main aim is to increase protection of pedestrian during impact to the car. It is necessary
to avoid of severe injury of pedestrian and also to reduce possibility of further injury cause
by acute subdural haematoma. Nowadays the pedestrian tests proposed by EuroNCAP are
modeled by Finite Elements Method which serves as computational simulation of impact.
One of partial test are impacts of child headform into the bonnet structure. The impacts
are analyzed to obtain view, how the bonnet structure influence the Head Injury Criterion
which is measure of the likelihood of head injury arising from an impact.
3. Formulation of problem and objec-
tives of thesis
Problem: The optimization of deceleration curve of headform which arise from impact of
headform into a bonnet of car.
Objectives:
• To create computational model of deceleration curves during impact of headform to
the bonnet structure of passenger car Škoda Superb II.
• To selection of most proper theoretical deceleration curve
• To create computational model of approximated bonnet structure according to best
theoretical deceleration curve from HIC point of view by using Finite Element Method
utilizing explicit algorithm
• Then to create computation model of bonnet structure according to previous findings
and further optimization of bonnet structure to uniform good results of HIC values
across area of bonnet
Restrictions:
• The maximal allowable deformation of bonnet is 60 mm in vertical direction.
• The bonnet structure design has to preserve 5 mm free space between bonnet structure
and engine parts (maximal allowable deformation 60 mm)
• The direction of headform remains straight during impact for modeling deceleration
curves
9
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4. Research
4.1 The accident rate
In the whole world the number of accidents caused by collision of vehicle and pedestrian is
still significant. Therefore the research in this field is necessary. In recent years the pedestrian
fatalities decreased by improved technologies however in European Union approximately 7000
pedestrians are annually defeated by severe injuries. In 2011 in Czech Republic approximately
2% of all traffic accidents were caused by pedestrian. However from 707 fatal injuries the
21% pedestrians died. Looking at past years the overall accident rate decrease nevertheless
with same portion of pedestrian dies. Descending pedestrian fatalities are seen in urban areas
due to preventive precaution of people, especially children. On the other side people use cars
more often for short journeys due to their convenience thus it could lead to enlarged number
of fatalities.
Figure 4.1: Most exposed vulnerable parts of pedestrian by vehicle struck [2]
4.2 Usage of dummy vs. impactors
For objective finding of pedestrian kinematics the several studies were performed using
MADYMO pedestrian model. The struck of pedestrian was modeled throughout whole gait
at vehicle speeds from 0 to 15 m/s with respect to pedestrian velocity from 0 to 3 m/s. At
gait 40% depicted in figure 4.2 and car velocity vector aimed out of paper the head is rotated
by 60◦ out of the paper from direction of pedestrian velocity vector. Also it was found that
at certain gait, the head rotation is independent from velocities of vehicle or pedestrian.
Likewise the results of calculation shows that at collision the front of head contact with bon-
net when struck leg is lagging and the back of head contact with bonnet when struck leg is
leading. Also from study implies that the impact of headform rely on velocity of vehicle. [3]
In previous paragraph were used dummy model instead of head impactor. The compari-
son of post-mortem human surrogates (PMHS) with Polar-II dummy shown some trends in
pedestrian collision simulation with small sedan [4]:
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Figure 4.2: Gait cycle stances [3]
• ”The wrap-around-distance (shown in figure A.4) for the head strike was 15 − 20%
shorter in Polar-II tests on the small sedan against to PMHS tests. This difference was
smaller in the SUV tests - around 5− 10%.”[4]
• ”In sedan tests, the head velocity profile of Polar-II did not match to the cadaver
velocity profiles: The dummy head achieved higher peak speeds but the speed of the
head was lower on impact than the cadaver head speeds. In SUV tests, the velocity
profiles matched more closely.”[4]
• ”The velocity of the Polar-II head exhibited a larger vertical component on impact in
all tests.”[4]
• ”In sedan tests, the head of the Polar-II struck the vehicle surface earlier than the
PMHS subjects. The average timing of head strike in PMHS tests was 140 ms after first
contact, and 126-131 ms in Polar-II tests. In SUV tests, timing was almost identical.”[4]
Even thought of existing mentioned differences, Kerrigen et al. documented good overall
biofidelity of Polar-II dummy with comparison to PMHS [4]. The biofidelity is a scale of
agreement dummy and human surrogates represented by PMHS to the pedestrian kinematics,
forces, moments and displacements occurred during collision [5].
However several benefits rely from using subsystem test methods such as using impactors
which substitute the parts of dummies:
• Facilitating to hit selected impact point on vehicle in advance-
• Within using same configuration of test and position of dummy in collision, the same
point on vehicle is impossible to hit repeatedly due to many degrees of freedom in each
joint of dummy.
• Due to great mobility of dummy to ensure the same impact speed of each parts to
vehicle.
• In collision tests the some impact points could lead to damage of dummies and therefore
they are excluded from sum of tests.
4.3 HIC research
As is shown in figure 4.1 the most danger part of body is head due to direct blow face or
head into the bonnet which may cause skull fracture accompanied by rising acceleration.
The measure of potential severity of injury is Head Injury Criterion (HIC) [6]. The HIC is
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fitted to Wayne State Tolerance Curve (WSTC) which was generated regarding to the results
from test of dropping cadaver heads onto unyielding, flat surfaces, striking the subject on the
forehead. [7]. ”In its final form, the WSTC was developed by combining results from a wide
variety of pulse shapes, cadavers, animals, human volunteers, clinical research, and injury
mechanisms. Skull fracture and/or concussion was used as the failure criterion, except for
the long duration human volunteer tests in which there were no apparent injuries.” [7]. The
WSTC specifies the level at which acceleration or retardation of the head causes concussion
and skull fracture and its widely accepted by automotive research [8]. The WSTC curve in
log-log coordinate is shown in figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Log-Log Wayne State Tolerance Curve [8]
Fitting of WSTC was first introduced by Gadd (1966) which developed Gadd Severity Index
(GSI) where value greater than 1000 is life-threating. It is based on linear approximation of
log-log WSTC where the negative slope m is -0.4. By using the logarithmic equation is cal-
culated weight factor of acceleration. For T = 1s (in which case log T = 0) the corresponding
acceleration is A = 15.85 · g
logA = m · log T + log k (4.1)
log 15.85 = −0.4(0) + log k (4.2)
15.85 = k (4.3)
After putting constant into values of m and k back into eq. (4.1).
logA = −0.4 · log T + log 15.85 (4.4)
logA = log T−0.4 + log 15.85 (4.5)
logA = log(15.85T−0.4) (4.6)
TA2.5 = 15.852.5 = 1000 (4.7)
”It was based not only on the original Gurdjian data, but also upon additional long pulse
duration data by means of the Eiband (1959) tolerance data and other primate sled tests.
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The GSI provided a good fit for both the short duration skull fracture data and the longer
duration Eiband data out to 100 msec duration.” [8]. The mentioned index is defined as
GSI ≡
∫ T
0
a2.5dt ≤ 1000 (4.8)
where a is acceleration in terms of ’g’, T total pulse duration in milliseconds. As was men-
tioned before the value 1000 represents limit which is tolerated without permanent brain
damage. The total pulse duration range of 0.25ms < T < 50ms implies from exponentiation
2.5 which interpolates WSTC as shown in eq. (4.7) at mentioned pulse duration as shown in
figure 4.3 [8]. Also acceleration curve should be longer than 3ms due to reason of measure-
ment technique and assumption that shorter durations do not have any effect on the brain
[9].
Figure 4.4: Two different waveforms with similar GSI values [10]
Model of Gadd used in figure 4.4 shows the similar values of GSI, however probability of acute
subdural haematoma (ASDH) is very different [10]. Gadd developed model to comparison
only of average acceleration across different type of cars and accidents and therefore Versace
(1971) proposed the HIC which was further modified by National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) and in 1972 replaced older GSI in paper FMVSS No. 208 with
following expression: [7, 9]
HIC = maxt1,t2
(t2 − t1)
[∫ t2
t1
adt
t2 − t1
]2.5 (4.9)
In contrast to GSI the HIC reduce shortcomings of previous criteria and bring possibility
to compare of head injury tolerance values irrespective of the waveform shape shown in
figure 4.5. ”The HIC considers the more injurious portion of the impact waveform, the peak
and close to peak sections (i.e. t2 − t1, figure 4.5), and excludes the less injurious sections
therefore giving a more accurate head injury tolerance level.” [10]
Prasad and Mertz conclude that for value HIC=1400 the 50% probability of life-threating
brain injury is associated and HIC=1000 cause risk about 20%. It goes out by cadaver head
impact test data given by Prasad and Mertz. Mentioned probabilities were proposed to be
used with 15ms time pulse duration by Prasad and Mertz...for example HIC of 1000 is caused
by an average acceleraion 1g applied for 1000 seconds which clearly is not hazardous for life
[11, 12, 13, 14, 10].
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Figure 4.5: Area of waveform utilised for calculating HIC [10]
4.3.1 The HIC functional
During impact test the forces and moments are appearing, however they are hard to measure.
Usually load cells used for evaluating force are poorly applicable for impact testing therefore
the accelerometers are relatively better to use for impact cases [12]. Bonnet structure should
lead to massive reduction of acceleration of the impact and should absorb enough kinetic
energy.
Algorithmic consideration
According to eq. (4.9) the function maxt1,t2 calculate supremum of possible results. As shown
in eq. (4.8) the GSI function could be easily integrated to obtain value. However for HIC
calculation it is necessary to find where combination of t1 and t2 provide maximal value. The
15ms maximal time frame of HIC calculation was proposed by Prasad and Mertz and it is
widely used in automotive research to restrict enlarging time frame for HIC calculation into
infinity for headform impacts into structure. Mentioned time frame corresponds to usually
shorter peak duration of acceleration based on real/simulated acceleration pulses where HIC
acquires maximum. The script for calculation of HIC in MATLAB is listed in appendix C
[15].
14
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5. Description of test
The car vehicle has to pass several types of tests. The thesis is concerned with tests related to
the pedestrian protection. During collision with pedestrian, some body parts are in contact
with different parts of car with various physical properties such as stiffness or strength. The
dummies initially appeared to be most obvious test tool for assessing a car’s pedestrian
protection due to have appropriate properties such as joints, etc. However to completely
assess whole area of the various type of car in terms of head impact the testing would require
a family of dummies due to widespread test area of bonnet and windscreen [16]. Hence the
dummy is not practical to use for head impact assessment.
Another reasons to use only impactor instead of whole dummy are to ensure the repeata-
bility of tests, where the impact has to be performed several times into same point on the
bonnet, where by using dummies with a lot degrees of freedom it is hard to ensure. Also the
crash between dummy and vehicle shall influence the head velocity during impact into the
bonnet. For example the velocity of head is reduced if the shoulder contact first with bonnet.
EuroNCAP pedestrian test which use impactors takes into account a possibility of head-
form damage, where at edge of bonnet the headform could spin and lead to communication
cable damage, therefore points at the edge are excluded from testing.
Therefore the independent body parts represented by impactors bring several advantages
such as easiness of using to test whole area likely to strike pedestrians or it could be aimed
accurately at selected danger points of car.
The pedestrian protection tests are divided into:
• Impact of lower leg into bumper
• Upper leg impact into edge of lower part of bonnet
• Head impact into bonnet
As far as the vehicle disposes with ground clearance over 500 mm the test of upper leg impact
into bumper is performed.
The overall impact zones for each type of test and for different car model is illustrated in
figure 5.1.
15
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Figure 5.1: Pedestrian impact zones by vehicle category, showing the potential overlap in
upper legform impact zone and child headform impact zone for 4x4 off-road and utility
vehicles [17]
The assessment of SK461_A12 project for pedestrian protection is based on test protocol
EuroNCAP 4.1 [17].
16
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5.1 Impactors
According to the specification of protocol [17] the two types of headform are used namely
adult and child. Mentioned impactors differ only in size and mass however the composition
of materials is same. The kinetic energy is calculated from the impact speed of headform
tabled in table 5.1.
(a) Adult head impactor (b) Child head impactor
Figure 5.2: Two types of head impactors, dimensions in mm
Adult head impactor
(Adult headform)
Child head impactor
(Child headform)
Thickness of vinyl skin [mm] 13.9± 0.5 11.0± 0.5
Moment of inertia [kgm2] 0.0125± 0.0010 0.0036± 0.0003
Mass [kg] 3.5 2.5
Speed of impact v [m
s
] 11.1± 0.2 11.1± 0.2
Energy of impact (for v=11.3 m
s
) [J] 223.5 159.6
Table 5.1: Technical specification of impactors
The EuroNCAP use certified impactors according to the EEVC WG17 Report where prop-
erties are defined [18] and the description of certification procedure is listed in following
section.
5.1.1 Certification of headform
The stabilized surrounding temperature should be 20◦ ± 2◦C. The child headform is im-
pacted by a linearly guided certification impactor as shown in figure 5.3 and the peak of
acceleration resultant curve should not be less than 405 g and not more than 495 g. Because
of the accelerometer is measuring in 3 directions therefore by impacting in one direction by
certification impactor the resultant acceleration time curve should be only in one direction.
For adult headform the peak resultant should be in range of 337.5 g and 412.5 g. [18]
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Figure 5.3: Test set-up for dynamic headform impactor certification test [18]
For smoothing of output signal the Channel Filter Class (CFC) 1000 is applied according
to ISO 6487:2000. The Channel Amplitude Class (CAC) 500g is used according to ISO
6487:2000. If the peak of acceleration resultant curve during impact exceed CAC value 500g
the headform has to be re-certified. Also after 20 impacts and every 12 months regardless of
the number of impact they have to be re-certified.
Test procedure
Following steps are cited from EEVC WG17 Report figure 5.3
• ”The headform impactor shall be suspended as shown in figure 5.3. The headform
impactor shall be suspended with the rear face at an angle between 25◦ and 90◦ with
the horizontal, as shown in figure 5.3.” [17]
• ”The certification impactor shall have a mass of 1.0 ± 0.01 kg. This mass includes those
propulsion and guidance components which are effectively part of the impactor during
impact. The linear guidance system shall be fitted with low friction guides which do not
contain any rotating parts. The diameter of the flat impactor face shall be 70 ± 1 mm,
while the edge shall be rounded by a 5 ± 0.5 mm radius. The face of the certification
impactor shall be made of aluminium, with an outer surface finish of better than 2.0
micrometers.” [17]
• ”The test shall be performed on three different impact locations on the headform im-
pactor. Previously used and/or damaged skins shall be tested in those specific areas.”
[17]
In thesis is only considered the child zone testing area of bonnet an therefore only child
headform is used with properties and test procedure regarding to the EuroNCAP test protocol
[17].
5.2 Vehicle marking
The preparation of vehicle should be done by marking into the bumper and bonnet section.
The bumper section definition includes the upper bumper reference line, lower bumper ref-
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erence line and the bumper corners shown in figure A.1, figure A.2 and figure A.3 where
the details are described in EuroNCAP pedestrian protocol [17]. However main aim of this
work is to provide results of headform testing to the bonnet top therefore bonnet marking is
described furthermore.
The bonnet top section is bounded by the geometric trace of the 1000mm wrap around
line in the front figure A.4, the Bonnet Side Reference Lines figure A.5, and the base of the
windscreen. [17].
The zone for testing by child impactor is defined by Wrap Around Lines 1000mm and
1500mm and by Bonnet Side Reference Lines. Over against adult zone definition it includes
the 1500mm and 2100mm wrap around lines depicted in figure 5.4. Both zones are divided
into sixths where each has 4 subzones marked A-D. The methodology of division into sixths
is comprehensively described in the protocol, and is not important for further design analysis.
The marking scheme is shown in the figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Division of the headform test zones [17]
5.3 Determination of impact points and testing proce-
dure
The protocol defines a maximum of 12 EuroNCAP impact points to be tested due to reduce
programme size. The choice of impact points rely on visual survey of the engine bay to decide
liable locations to cause injury. Then the points are projected between 1000 mm and 1500 mm
WAD lines which represents child zone. Also the projected points for child headform shall be
a minimum of 65mm inside of Bonnet Side reference line and minimum for 130mm apart of
each other. However after evaluation of particular sixth may the manufacturer consider that
the single EuroNCAP point does not reflect the overall performance of that area. Therefore
is possible to fund one additional test in the remaining test zones inside sixth with fulfilling
previously mentioned requirements for projected points. Although the projected points at
the edge of bonnet and lower windscreen belong to the adult zone, the points are excluded
from testing due to high risk of headform data cable damage caused by fast spin of headform
when it impact to the edge between bonnet and windscreen area. [17].
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The scoring of assessment is not described due to further another used approach which
will serve for comparison between original and designed bonnet structure.
To avoid serious injury of head regarding to EuroNCAP the HIC value should not exceed
value of 1000. The testing temperature of surrounding has to be at 20◦ ± 2◦C. Angle of
impact into bonnet is 50◦ ± 2◦ for child impactor referenced to the Ground Reference Level
[17]. The angle of impact is based on dummy kinematics during accident [6]. The technical
parameters are given in table 5.1 and the schematic illustration is depicted in figure 6.3.
5.4 Evaluation
As it was mentioned before the assessment of head injury is based on HIC criterion. The
criterion is calculated from the resultant curve of acceleration a which is defined as a multiple
of ’g’ and t1,2 which are two time instants (expressed in seconds) defining the time frame of
HIC calculation where the HIC value is maximal [17].
However all previous test method and procedures describe the physical testing where
impactor hits the bonnet. Therefore for simulation of impacts served the finite element
model SK461_A12 where the A12 is variant of car model Superb II. generation internally
labeled as SK461. The FEM model created in ANSA pre-processor consist of front part of
car with child impactor shown in figure 6.2 and adapted to be used for headform testing of
bonnet. The output data as acceleration, time, velocity etc. were taken from PAM-CRASH
solver output for different impact points. The output data from PAM-CRASH solver were
provided by FEM model of three-axis accelerometer positioned in the gravity center of head
impactor and used as an input data for HIC evaluation by eq. (4.9).
The HIC calculation could be performed in post-processing META software however devel-
oped script was used for evaluating HIC criterion in MATLAB software denoted in appendix C
due to absence of META software at my university. However to verify the implementation
in MATLAB script the µETA post-processor was used in Škoda Auto a.s. company for
comparison. The discrepancies did not exceed 1% and thus correct implementation of HIC
in MATLAB script is assumed.
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6. Analysis of impact
In this chapter the provided data of impacts depicted in figure 6.2 for child impactor are
exploited and processed by MATLAB script. The first part of script reflects import procedure
where the data are categorized into cells with corresponding name of variable as one can
see in IMPORT part of script in appendix B. The data contain also magnitude of other
components. As an example could be taken a magnitude of velocity MV which includes
velocities in X,Y,Z directions and magnitude is expressed by eq. (6.1).
MV =
√
XV EL2 + Y V EL2 + ZV EL2 (6.1)
where XVEL, YVEL, ZVEL represent velocities in each direction.
The second part of script function HICcalc listed in appendix C deals with calculation of
HIC where the PAM-CRASH output data are modified according to table 6.1.
Units from PAM-CRASH output Converted units for MATLAB script
acceleration mm·m
s2
multiplies of g
displacement mm m
time ms s
Table 6.1: Table with conversion of units for HIC calculation
Nevertheless the MATLAB software does not include supremum function therefore the
different approach is needed to be used to calculate HIC eq. (4.9). According to appendix C
the script HICcalc taken from [15] is a function with as a input of time vector T (in seconds)
and acceleration MA (in multiplies of g). The function output is HIC value, time interval
t2 − t1 and time instants t1 and t2 which from HIC is calculated. Length of acceleration
data vector is used as boundaries for iterative calculation. The 2 for cycles are used to
obtain the maximal value of HIC across whole acceleration curve along 30 ms time vector T.
The velocity is calculated by numerical cumulative trapezoidal integration of acceleration.
In second for cycle the velocity is divided by time interval t2− t1. After the fraction is raise
to a power 2.5 and the expression is multiplied by time interval t2 − t1. This expression h is
assigned as new value of hic if it is greater than it. The evaluation of criterion lead to correct
HIC value and as was mentioned before the script was compared with µETA post-processor.
The previous procedure take into account maximal time interval 15 ms and the evaluated
maximal HIC value is stored as variable hic in MATLAB.
The widespread different mechanical properties across bonnet area cause various value of
HIC. By approaching to the bonnet edges it often yield to major head injury represented
by HIC value greater than 1000. Therefore the data from different impact points provided
by Škoda Auto a.s. and depicted in figure 6.2 serve to overall analysis of bonnet stiffness
from HIC point of view and values are divided into three columns i.e. HIC < 1000, 1000 <
HIC < 1350 and HIC > 1350.
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HIC < 1000
Points of impact A09, A10, B09, B10, C09, C10, D09, D10, D11
1000 < HIC < 1350
Points of impact A11
HIC > 1350
Points of impact A12, A13, B11, B12, C11, C12, D12, D13
Table 6.2: HIC criteria for impact points according to figure 6.2
The table 6.2 shows that half of the points are below 1000 of HIC and half above. The
following section analyze the impacts in energy perspective.
6.1 Energy relations
The impact into the bonnet is considered as inelastic collision from physical point of view
when the part of energy is dissipated into elastic-plastic deformation of bonnet and the rest
to kinetic energy of impactor.
During the impact the major portion of energy is absorbed by bonnet deformation (further
called as internal energy) and small portion by headform for elastic deformation of headform
skin. Because of that the whole kinetic energy is not absorbed by bonnet, the rest of headform
kinetic energy cause the movement of headform after impact. The energy absorbed by bonnet
could be divided into two components: namely energy absorbed in straight direction and
energy absorbed caused by rotational movement of impactor. The fired headform from the
ejection device heading to bonnet along straight line (without considering deviation caused by
gravitation due to great velocity of headform) and after impact to the bonnet the headform
starts to roll because of headform skin is not frictionless. However both of components have
direct consequence into resulting HIC value and therefore are taken into account as overall
energy absorbed by bonnet.
As was mentioned before the FEM model of 3 direction accelerometer situated in the
center of gravity of headform depicted in figure 6.3 serves as point whence the data such
as acceleration, velocity, displacement were calculated by PAM-CRASH solver. However for
evaluation of HIC is need only of acceleration in global coordinate system directions X-Y-
Z, corresponding trajectories for impactor movement and time duration of contact between
headform and bonnet. The original file of headform from SK461 model contain FEM model
of accelerometer with local coordinate system for center of gravity point. Therefore was
modified to provide results in global coordinate system. However two approaches are available
for movement evaluation, described in the following text.
First approach goes out of magnitude of acceleration as it is defined by eq. (6.2).
a =
√
a2x + a
2
y + a
2
z (6.2)
where a is absolute value of acceleration components (i.e. ax,y,z - acceleration in x,y and
z direction). Second approach determine the movement by using accelerations in each di-
rection. For both previously mentioned approaches the corresponding impactor movement
trajectories are available i.e. magnitude of trajectory |s| and also components sx,y,z as well
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as corresponding time duration t. Further by using Newton principle defined by following
equations the corresponding forces Fx,y,z are obtained.
Fx = mi · ax (6.3)
Fy = mi · ay (6.4)
Fz = mi · az (6.5)
where mi represents mass of child headform. Hence the force is obtained with corresponding
trajectory and the functional dependence of mentioned vectors could be easily plotted. Then
the integration of force-trajectory curve leads to the overall internal energy consumed by
bonnet.
By using first approach the evaluation lead to the energy of system larger than kinetic
energy of impactor before collision with bonnet surface. Therefore this approach dispute
to the law of conservation mass and cannot be used. The reason of impropriety depends
on force-trajectory curve which is not always positive as shown in figure 6.4. Therefore by
using magnitude of deceleration which is always positive due to exponentiation by 2 it lead
to incorrect result of energy.
Hence the second approach deals with evaluation of each direction trajectory separately
depicted in figure 6.1(a) and deceleration component, therefore by integration of each com-
ponent it leads to evaluated energy in 3 directions illustrated in figure 6.4. However as known
the energy is scalar thus independent on trajectory and therefore the energy from all direction
are summed together to obtain total internal energy. The PAM-CRASH data also contain
internal and kinetic energy. The internal energy represents energy absorbed by deformation
of bonnet top and partially by impactor skin. From the opposite view the kinetic energy
represents the movement of impactor, which is residual energy in certain time during colli-
sion of impactor with bonnet and also partially represents the kinetic movement of bonnet
structure caused by impact.
In PAM-CRASH output files appear contact energy and hourglass energy. The first shows the
energy during contact represented by friction and hourglass is support energy which produce
zero strain and no stress for single integration point solid, shell elements [19].
(a) Trajectory of impactor in the global coordinate
system
(b) Force acting to impactor in the global coordinate
system
Figure 6.1: Simulation data for A09 point
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The point A09 according to figure 6.2 is analyzed as representative and same procedure of
obtaining internal energy correspond to other points.
Figure 6.2: Points of impact with corresponding simulation data
As it was mentioned before the acceleration and trajectory vectors corresponds to the global
coordinate system. By previous assumption the internal energy could be calculated by simply
integration of force-trajectory curves shown in figure 6.4. In figure 6.4(a) the force is all
time negative against to positive displacement which means the deceleration of impactor.
Therefore the area under curve represents internal energy and results leads to negative energy
which is correct. The figure 6.4(b) shows diagram where the impactor first moves with positive
displacement and negative force which contributes to internal energy. However when the
force is negative with negative displacement the energy is subtracted from internal energy.
In figure 6.4(c) the force return back in trajectory position regarding to the trajectory shape
Dz depicted in figure 6.1(a).
The test scheme is illustrated in figure 6.3. The shown rotated impactor at deformed bonnet
position is due to friction between vinyl skin and bonnet top.
Figure 6.3: The test scheme with rotated impactor due to friction during collision with bonnet
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(a) Force-trajectory diagram in x-direction (b) Force-trajectory diagram in y-direction
(c) Force-trajectory diagram in z-direction
Figure 6.4: Force-trajectory diagrams in 3 directions
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6.2 Distribution of internal energy across the bonnet
top
The following section evaluate energy for all point of impact for FEM model variant A12
shown in figure 6.2. However all force-trajectory diagrams do not end with zero force at 20ms
pulse duration. Therefore considering of these bring inaccuracy to the average of internal
energy across the impact points and in table are marked by * and excluded from averaging.
In the table 6.3 are tabled values of energy for points with HIC < 1000, and HIC > 1000.
HIC < 1000
Point of impact (HIC) Internal energy [J] Internal energy by solver [J]
A09 138.5 127.6
A10* 136.2 125.4
B09* 138.1 129.3
B10* 136.3 124.4
C09* 137.0 126.3
C10* 134.1 120.4
D09* 136.2 123.5
D10* 136.1 123.6
D11* 126.2 110.4
Average 138.5 127.6
HIC > 1000
Point of impact (HIC) Internal energy [J] Internal energy by solver [J]
A11 125.7 114.8
A12 116.5 108.1
A13 112.2 102.5
B11 124.2 107.6
B12 116.2 106.4
C11 121.3 107.9
C12 111.1 98.0
D12 119.3 109.9
D13 107.1 91.9
Average 117.1 105.2
Table 6.3: Internal energy
According to table 6.3 the average internal energy corresponds with values obtained from
PAM-CRASH solver in 8% of difference. However the internal energy from solver should
be increased by contact energy which is average 7J for all points of impact. The contact
energy represents energy dissipated by friction between impactor and bonnet top. Then the
discrepancy decrease to acceptable value of 3%. Because of in further calculation is considered
the minor head injury represented by HIC < 1000 the average energy absorbed by bonnet is
considered to 138.5 J.
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7. Design of force-trajectory curves
7.1 Analytical solution
Regarding previous chapter the average energy consumed by bonnet structure is En = 138.5J
for points where HIC < 1000. However one more point of impact was included i.e. E07
located in the middle of bonnet top shown in figure 9.6. The maximal deflection of bonnet
top was selected to Zt = 60 mm in Z-direction with coordinate system according to figure 6.3.
The deflection is selected according to SK461_A12 FEM model where free space between
superficial bonnet part and the parts of engine is 60 mm in the center of bonnet. After
releasing the impactor moves at 50◦ to the Ground Reference Level. In FEM model the
bonnet surface is inclined approximately by 10◦. The figure 7.1 shows schematic drawing.
Figure 7.1: Schematic drawing of resultant trajectory
By using trigonometric function one easily obtain the magnitude of displacement from
component e.g. in X and Z direction. The Y component is very small in comparison with
X and Z direction and therefore is not taken into account for calculation of displacement
magnitude. The following eq. results in displacement magnitude MD 7.2:
XD = Zt · cos(10◦) = 60 · cos(10◦) = 59.1mm (7.1)
MD =
XD
cos(30◦)
=
59.1mm
cos(30◦)
= 68.2mm (7.2)
However the impact trajectory is not direct and therefore calculated MD trajectory is
considered as simplification.
The main aim in the chapter is to design deceleration curve with as small value of HIC
as possible with investigating the influence of the trajectory. All further designs are based
on principle that draft acceleration curve along time is cumulatively integrated according to
the eq. (7.3) to obtain velocity vector v.
v = v0 +
∫ t2
t1
adt (7.3)
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where a is deceleration and time t1 = 0 s and t2 = length of time interval. The velocity
vector had to be adjusted by initial velocity v0 = 11.3ms to obtain zero velocity at the end of
draft deceleration. Then to obtain trajectory vector s is used again cumulative integration
implemented in MATLAB according to the eq. (7.4).
s =
∫ t2
t1
vdt (7.4)
where v is previously calculated velocity vector.
Regarding to dissertation thesis [20] the basic functions are analyzed i.e. sinusoidal,
rectangular, triangular function with following parameters:
Pulse Rectangular Sinusoidal Triangular
Behaviour
Deceleration (g) Ap Ap · sin piT t Ap·tk·T , 0 ≤ t ≤ kT ; Ap·(T−t)(1−k)·T , kT ≤
t ≤ T
Rate of speed
∆v[m/s]
ApTg
2
pi
ApTg
1
2
ApTg
Rate of trajectory
∆s[m]
1
2
ApT
2g 1
pi
ApT
2g 1
6
(1 + k)ApT
2g
Time interval for HIC
calculation t1[s]
0 0.1651T 3
7
kT
Time interval for HIC
calculation t2[s]
T 0.8349T 4+3k
7
T
HIC A2.5p T 0.4146A2.5p T 0.2464A2.5p T
Table 7.1: Summary of basic relations for idealized pulse shapes [20]
As is obvious from table 7.1 the HIC value of all basic functions depend on maximal magnitude
of deceleration Ap and pulse duration T .
The parameter k play significant role for rate of trajectory for triangular function. The tra-
jectory rate for rectangular and sinusoidal function is influenced by magnitude of deceleration
Ap and pulse duration T .
Another aspect from [20] is that at time instants t1, t2 the deceleration value is same. In the
following section the analytical results are verified by designed basic functions.
7.2 Basic functions
The concluded results from table 7.1 are modeled in MATLAB to verify correct implemen-
tation of code. As the restriction for design of curves serves the average energy consumed by
bonnet En = 138.5J from section 6.2.
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7.2.1 Sinusoidal function
In MATLAB script the sinusoidal function is modeled as one peak function with preserv-
ing the energy En = 138.5J . Created sinus acceleration function with unit magnitude is
double integrated to obtain trajectory vector. The acceleration vector multiplied by mass is
merged with trajectory vector by time vector and dependency force-trajectory is integrated
to obtain energy. The unit magnitude sinus function is multiplied until the integration force-
trajectory lead to energy En = 138.5J . However for comparison could be used arbitrary
value of maximal deceleration. Nevertheless by using pulse duration T=0.02s and t = T
2
the
deceleration magnitude lead to value Ap = 84.2g. After substitution into analytical equations
for sinusoidal function the solution lead to the results shown in table 7.2.
Pulse Sinusoidal - analytical T =
0.02 s, Ap = 84.2 · g
Sinusoidal - numerical
Behavior
Deceleration (g) [m
s2
] Ap · sin piT t = 84.2g 84.2g
Rate of speed
∆v[m/s]
2
pi
ApTg = 10.52 10.52
Rate of trajectory
∆s[m]
1
pi
ApT
2g = 0.1052 0.1052
Time interval for HIC
calculation t1[s]
0.1651T = 0.0033 0.0033
Time interval for HIC
calculation t2[s]
0.8349T = 0.0017 0.0017
HIC 0.4146A2.5p T = 539.44 539.46
Table 7.2: Comparison of analytical and numerical treatment of sinusoidal function
The figures 7.2 show the deceleration, velocity and trajectory function for impulse du-
ration T = 0.02 s and results are summarized in table 7.2 for analytical solution which
in comparison with numerical solution provide small discrepancy. Thus is assumed correct
implementation in the MATLAB script.
Regarding table 7.2 it might be in interest to show the influence of pulse duration to HIC
value with corresponding trajectory. The simulation output data contains pulse duration
only to 20 ms due to high computational time. However for investigating purposes the pulse
duration varies from 5 ms up to 30 ms.
Table 7.3 shows results of HIC values for different pulse duration within preserving internal
energy.
By review of table 7.3 one can notice that the HIC values decrease with increasing tra-
jectory length. In table are highlighted rows i.e. pulse duration and trajectory for HIC value
1000 and 650, pulse duration with HIC value for maximal allowable trajectory MD = 68.2
mm. Therefore it could be assumed that pulse duration longer than 13.3 ms lead to HIC
values less than 1000 however with trajectory length longer than maximal allowable.
However the sinusoidal function can be modeled as 2 peak in pulse duration to obtain
point of view of influence to the HIC value and trajectory with preserving same energy. The
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(a) Deceleration vs. time t (b) Velocity vs. time t
(c) Trajectory vs. time t
Figure 7.2: Sinusoidal function with 1 peak diagrams
Pulse duration T [ms] Time t1 [ms] Time t2 [ms] HIC value Trajectory [mm]
5 0.83 4.17 4322 26.3
10 1.66 8.34 1528 52.6
12.9 2.14 10.76 1041 68.2
13.3 2.21 11.09 1000 70
15 2.49 12.51 832 78.9
17.7 2.94 14.77 650 93
20 3.32 16.68 539 105.2
25 5.03 19.98 381 131.5
30 7.54 22.46 272 157.8
Table 7.3: Sinusoidal function for different pulse duration T whilst preserving energy
En=138.5 J
results are tabled in table 7.4.
As shown in table 7.4, the 2 peak sinus function reduced the HIC value however the
trajectory length remain equal to 1 peak function.
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pulse duration T [ms] Time t1 [ms] Time t2 [ms] HIC value Trajectory [mm]
5 0.35 4.65 3741 26.3
10 0.70 9.30 1323 52.6
12 0.84 11.16 1000 63.3
12.9 0.91 12.00 901 68.2
15 1.06 13.95 720 78.9
16.1 1.13 14.97 650 84.5
20 2.51 17.49 435 105.2
25 5.03 19.98 223 131.5
30 17.49 27.59 147 157.8
Table 7.4: Sinusoidal function with 2 peaks for different pulse duration whilst preserving
internal energy En=138.5 J
(a) Deceleration A vs. time t for 1 peak function (b) Deceleration A vs. time t for 2 peak function
Figure 7.3: Comparison of 1 peak and 2 peak sinusoidal function
The reason of the HIC value is smaller for 2 peak sinus function could be explained by
area considered by HIC criterion. In figure 7.3 the two areas are compared:
A1 = HICacc · (t2 − t1) = 618.7 · (0.01109− 0.00221) = 5.50 (7.5)
A2 = Aall − A3 = HICacc · (t2 − t1)− 1
2
·HICacc · (t2−tri − t2−tri) =
= 531.7 · (0.01236− 0.00094)− 1
2
· 531.7 · (0.00762− 0.00568) = 5.56 (7.6)
where HICacc is acceleration value for corresponding time t1 and t2. Similarly area A2 is
calculated. As one can notice the larger area lead to smaller HIC value.
Therefore the 2 peak design of functions are further considered.
7.2.2 Rectangular function
Another possibility to define the deceleration curve leads to use simple rectangular function.
Again the restriction of maximal energy is used En = 138.5J to perform the design of
deceleration curve. The rectangular function could be represented by 2 cases. First simplest
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model use constant deceleration value along entire pulse duration. The 2 peak function reflect
second used model where at specific time ts the zero deceleration last until the next time te
where again arise to original value. All functions are modeled for duration of impact from 5
to 30 ms.
1 peak 2 peak
pulse duration T [ms] HIC value Trajectory [mm] HIC value Trajectory [mm]
5 3372 26.31 3372 26.31
10 1185 52.71 1182 52.71
11.3 1000 59.37 1000 59.37
13 808 68.2 808 68.2
15 650 78.86 650 78.86
17 474 89.50 433 89.50
20 314 105.20 295 105.20
25 180 131.46 211 131.46
30 114 157.50 160 157.50
Table 7.5: Rectangular function for different pulse durations
According to table 7.5 and figure 7.4(a) the one and two peak rectangular function provide
same value of HIC due to 15 ms HIC criterion limitation. After 15 ms the HIC value
calculated from 2 peak function slightly decrease against to 1 peak function and after 21.3
ms the dependency is vice versa. This is due to fact that 2 peak function had zero value
at certain ratio of pulse duration T stated to ts = 37T and te =
4
7
T and with increasing the
pulse duration T thus increasing zero area which does not contribute to integration of HIC
calculation. For better explanation was depicted figure 7.4(b) for 1 and 2 peak function at
17 ms pulse duration. As one can notice the HIC value of 1 peak is higher against to 2 peak
because of duration of zero pulse where time frame could only cover 15 ms of whole pulse
and the zero pulse is wider than for 15 ms pulse duration. Therefore in range 15ms to 21.3ms
the zero pulse contributes to lowering HIC and after 21.3ms to deterioration.
(a) HIC values against to duration of impact T (b) Rectangular function with 2 peaks at 17 ms peak
duration
Figure 7.4: Rectangular function diagrams
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7.2.3 Triangular function
Last approach from basic group of function by using triangle function with one peak is the
most realistic function as deceleration of headform. Due to similar behavior of function in
comparison with simulation data the triangular function is further analyzed and used as a
starting point for parametric model of functions. Again the deceleration curve is modeled
for pulse durations from 5 ms to 30 ms. Regarding table 7.1 the shape of basic triangle
function influence the trajectory length due to parameter k which represent the position of
peak in pulse duration T. However in expression for evaluation of HIC (triangular section in
table 7.1) does not appear parameter k, thus following 3D plot shows dependency of pulse
duration with HIC value and trajectory.
(a) Dependency of HIC values according to the pa-
rameter k - 1 peak
(b) Dependency of HIC values according to the pa-
rameter k - 2 peak
Figure 7.5: Comparison of 1 peak and 2 peak triangular function
The figure 7.5 shows dependency of parameter k to trajectory at HIC = 1000 and HIC =
650 value. By reviewing of 3D plot, for same value of HIC, the trajectory decrease with smaller
k parameter. Same principle apply to the 2 peak triangular function shown in figure 7.5(b).
The results for 2 peak function are summarized in table 7.6.
HIC=650 HIC=650 HIC=1000 HIC=1000
Parameter k Pulse duration T [ms] Trajectory [mm] Pulse duration T [ms] Trajectory [mm]
0.1 15.7 76.9 11.8 57.8
0.2 15.9 79.2 11.9 59.5
0.3 16.0 81.6 12.0 61.2
0.4 16.2 83.7 12.1 62.9
0.5 16.3 85.7 12.2 63.9
0.6 16.5 87.9 12.4 66.3
0.7 16.7 90.6 12.5 68.1
0.8 16.9 93.5 12.7 69.9
0.9 17.0 95.6 12.8 71.7
Table 7.6: 2 peak triangular function with variable parameter k = 0.1 for HIC value 650 and
1000
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(a) 1 peak triangular function with parameter k =
0.1 and pulse duration T = 15 ms
(b) 2 peak triangular function with parameter k =
0.1 and pulse duration T = 15 ms
Figure 7.6: Comparison of 1 peak and 2 peak triangular function for T = 15ms
The two peak function model is characterized that both peaks has equal time duration
from pulse duration T i.e. each peak takes half of T. The first peak position in time is
determined by parameter k. The second peak k2 = 0.5 · T2 is situated in middle of second
half of pulse duration T as shown in figure 7.6(b).
As is shown in table 7.6 towards to higher values of parameter k the trajectory increase.
Therefore further aim is to design function which rapidly growth and after maximal deceler-
ation point gently decrease to zero. The results for parameter k = 0.1 are listed in table 7.7
which corresponds with analytical solution table 7.1.
1 peak 2 peak
Pulse duration T [ms] HIC value Trajectory [mm] HIC value Trajectory [mm]
5 4700 19.2 3626 25.5
10 1654 38.5 1276 49.2
11.8 1297 45.4 1000 57.8
13.9 1000 53.5 780 68.2
15 899 57.5 693 73.8
15.7 845 60.2 650 76.9
17.8 698 68.2 518 87.4
18.7 650 71.8 453 91.7
20 583 77.1 348 98.4
25 417 96.4 211 122.0
30 315 115.2 160 147.1
Table 7.7: Triangular function with parameter k = 0.1
However the 1 peak function does not covers problematic of real impact where 2 peaks
usually appear. Therefore section 7.4 deals with 2 peak function to approach to more realistic
function.
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Triangular function with parameter k2 for second peaks
Another case could be considered that the second peak is also influenced by parameter k2
where the first peak remain same to the parameter k = 0.1. This approach shows additional
influence to previous case. The trajectory length is chosen to maximal allowable MD =
68.2mm mentioned in section 7.1 and the influence of parameter k2 is investigated within
again preserving energy En = 138.5J .
Parameter k2, k = 0.1 Pulse duration T [ms] HIC value
0.1 15.1 733
0.2 14.7 749
0.3 14.4 754
0.4 14.2 767
0.5 13.9 781
0.6 13.7 789
0.7 13.4 796
0.8 13.2 814
0.9 13.0 821
Table 7.8: Triangular function with parameter k = 0.1 and variable parameter k2 for trajec-
tory MD=68.2mm
Obviously as it was concluded in section 7.1, the parameter k2 plays significant role in the
trajectory change however the high angular coefficient of second peak which is related to
small parameter k2 is hard to achieve.
7.3 Conclusion from basic functions
The section 7.2 devote to design deceleration curves by using sinusoidal, rectangular or tri-
angular function. According to the previous figures and tables obviously by increasing the
duration of impact with preserving energy the HIC values decrease. Because of the HIC
value decreases with the length of trajectory the reasonable compromise could be stated to
the maximal allowable displacement MD. The table 7.9 shows comparison for all used basic
functions. The results are referenced to HIC value 650 and 1000 which are most representing
to obtain overall point of view which function provide best results.
By review of table 7.9 one can notice that the best function shape appear triangular with
parameter k = 0.1. The triangular function provide shortest trajectory from all previous
basic functions for HIC=650 and HIC=1000. By considering two peak functions also the
triangular function with parameter k = 0.1 and k2 = 0.1 provide shortest trajectory against
to sinusoidal or rectangular. However the sharp triangular function in the beginning is hard
to realize especially at the second peak where the mass of bonnet play significant role.
Higher mass of bonnet represents high moment of inertia against impact of headform
and therefore during impact the main portion of kinetic energy is consumed by deflection of
bonnet and it cause great slope of deceleration curve in short time interval and bonnet starts
to deform. By contrast the mass of bonnet should be as low as possible due to saving of total
weight of car.
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HIC = 650 Trajectory [mm] Trajectory [mm]
1 peak 2 peak
Sinus 93.00 84.50
Rectangle 78.86 78.86
Triangle (k=0.1, k2 = 0.5) 71.84 76.90
Triangle (k=0.1, k2 = 0.1) 71.84 74.31
HIC = 1000 Trajectory [mm] Trajectory [mm]
1 peak 2 peak
Sinus 70.00 63.30
Rectangle 59.37 59.37
Triangle (k=0.1) 53.50 57.80
Triangle (k=0.1, k2 = 0.1) 53.50 55.85
Table 7.9: Results of trajectories for basic functions for HIC values 650 and 1000
Reason to avoid the rectangular function is that it is problematic to realize because of
immediate constant value of deceleration for pulse duration T.
Due to all mentioned reasons the following chapter is devoted to treatment of triangular
2 peak function with adjustable several parameters to obtain the best and most realistic
optimized deceleration function.
7.4 Parametric model function
The following section describe the possible designs by using 2 peak triangular function with
parameters:
• The ratio RP is multiple of peak magnitude Ap
• The ratio MP is multiple of peak magnitude Ap
After review of several simulation data represented by figure 7.7(a) for impact situated
to the middle of bonnet top the time parameters for situation of peaks in the pulse duration
was set to: k1 = 16T , k2 =
4
6
T , k3 = 56T where T is pulse duration. Thus for region of impact
points situated in the middle of bonnet top, the T value is assigned to 18ms. Another constant
value is the average consumed energy by bonnet previously mentioned to the En=138.5 J.
Therefore only RP and MP parameters are modified to preserve energy represented by area
under force-trajectory curve. The RP (ratio peak) parameter depicted in figure 7.7 is ratio
of magnitude of first peak to magnitude of second peak in range of 0.1 - 1 where 1 represents
same magnitude of both peaks. The MP (local minimum) parameter depicted in figure 7.7 is
ratio of magnitude of first peak to local minimum between both peaks in range of 0.01 - 0.3
where 0.01 represents almost zero deceleration. However by using range from 0 to certain
value for parameters would issue in high computational time. Thus using of deceleration
values of peaks from section 7.2.3 serve as starting point for range of parameters which are
desired.
Figure 7.7(b) explain all previous mentioned parameter used in further calculations.
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(a) Relation between pulse duration T and magni-
tude of acceleration MA
(b) The design of 2 peak triangular function by pa-
rameters
Figure 7.7: The parametric 2 peak triangular function
7.4.1 Model of function
As was mentioned before the pulse duration T=18ms and internal energy En = 138.5J has
to be preserved. The parameters RP and MP defines magnitude of deceleration peak within
pulse duration T. As shown in figure 7.8 in the beginning is modeled two peak triangular
function in way that the first magnitude of peak is unit and the rest of function shape depends
on parameters RP and MP. In figure 7.8 is shown the RP=0.5 where second peak has half
magnitude of first peak. The local minimum of curve is 10 times smaller against to first peak
magnitude which corresponds to parameter MP=0.1.
Figure 7.8: The 2 peak function with unit first peak and shape according to parameters
RP=0.5 and MP=0.1
The design of deceleration curve goes out of internal energy En which has to be preserved.
By two times cumulative integration of acceleration function the trajectory curve is obtained.
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Therefore one have two curves (acceleration-time, trajectory-time) with same pulse duration
T and thus is possible to merge them together to result one curve i.e. acceleration-trajectory.
Mentioned acceleration is multiplied by mass of impactor and it leads to force-trajectory
curve. After integration is obtained area which represents the internal energy En. Then the
unit acceleration function is multiplied by certain coefficient until the internal energy En is
achieved after integration.
Because of two parameters RP and MP the MATLAB script is created to use two for
iteration cycles where second parameter MP is embedded in first one and parameters are
implemented as coefficient range. The script is listed in appendix D.
Obviously the various of RP and MP parameters lead to widespread results of HIC and
trajectory. Therefore two methods are used to evaluate parametric function curves i.e. con-
stant HIC level and constant trajectory. The constant HIC level shows parameters which
meet the HIC = 650 and 1000. In contrast the constant trajectory method shows parameters
which meet the maximal allowable deflection in direction of impact MD=68.2mm. Pulse
duration T = 18ms served as first approach, however in further design is extended to ±5 ms
to show disparity by using different time durations T.
Constant HIC level
Figure 7.9: Dependency of HIC values according to ratio peak RP and corresponding trajec-
tory
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Figure 7.10: Contour plot - dependency of peak ratio RP along trajectory at variable HIC
The figure 7.9 illustrate obtained calculated results for 2 peak parametric function where
X axis represents ratio of peaks RP, Y axis represents trajectory and Z axis represents HIC
value for pulse duration 18 ms. In the surface plot the white lines represent constant HIC
level e.g. in the top of plot the line where data cursors (in beige color) shows at z axis
value HIC = 1000. Each next downward level defined by white line shows results for HIC
tiered by value of 50. Mentioned HIC levels are depicted in figure 7.10 by using contour plot.
The y-axis represents RP parameter and depicted line in certain HIC value represents the
change of MP parameter. Third line from bottom shows possible combination of MP and RP
parameter to obtain HIC = 650. The contour lines in figure 7.10 for HIC=850-1000 do not
end at MP=0.3 because of not fulfilling restrictions of internal energy En and also because
of set the RP to 0.1.
However each combination has different consequence to resultant trajectory. Therefore to
obtain as small trajectory as possible at HIC 1000 the RP=0.1 and MP=0.07 are chosen which
lead to trajectory s=60.5 mm depicted in figure 7.11(a). Likewise for HIC 650 the RP=0.314
and MP=0.3 are chosen which lead to trajectory s=74.5 mm shown in figure 7.11(b). The
contour curve at HIC 550 shows wrapped shape due to the fact that at RP=0.7 and MP=0.3
the HIC is calculated from both peaks as shown in figure 7.13(b) and trajectory increase.
Also by using RP=0.775 and MP=0.01 the HIC equal to value 550 however the trajectory is
shorter and HIC is calculated from first peak.
The red curve in figure 7.9 divide the surface in two regions where the HIC is calculated
from 1 in region above red curve and calculated from 2 peaks. The contour plot of red curve
is illustrated in figure 7.12.
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(a) The force - time dependency for duration of im-
pact 18 ms with RP=0.1 and MP=0.07, HIC=1000
(b) The force - time dependency for duration of im-
pact 18 ms with RP=0.314 and MP=0.3, HIC=650
Figure 7.11: Parametric triangular function for 18 ms duration of impact
Figure 7.12: Contour plot - dependency of peak ratio RP along ratio of local minimum MP
and regions where HIC is calculated from 1 alternatively 2 peaks
(a) The force - time dependency for duration
of impact 18 ms with RP=0.775 and MP=0.01,
HIC=550
(b) The force - time dependency for duration of
impact 18 ms with RP=0.7 and MP=0.3, HIC=550
Figure 7.13: The deceleration - time dependency for duration of impact 18 ms
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Constant trajectory level
Figure 7.14: Dependency of trajectory according to ratio peak RP and corresponding HIC
value
Figure 7.15: Contour plot - dependency of peak ratio RP along HIC value
In the beginning was selected trajectory MD = 68.2 mm to show parameters which complies
trajectory condition. Two extreme cases are shown in figure 7.16. Parameters are marked in
3D surface plot shown in figure 7.14 and figure 7.15.
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(a) The deceleration - time dependency for dura-
tion of impact 18 ms with RP=0.1098 and MP=0.3,
s=68.2mm
(b) The deceleration - time dependency for dura-
tion of impact 18 ms with RP=0.347 and MP=0.01,
s=68.2mm
Figure 7.16: The deceleration - time dependency for duration of impact 18 ms, constant
trajectory
(a) The deceleration - time dependency for dura-
tion of impact 18 ms with RP=0.7 and MP=0.01,
s=80mm
(b) The deceleration - time dependency for dura-
tion of impact 18 ms with RP=0.516 and MP=0.3,
s=80mm
Figure 7.17: The deceleration - time dependency for duration of impact 18 ms, constant
trajectory
As one can see the smallest value of HIC = 782 for trajectory MD=68.2 lead to function
with MP = 0.3 and RP = 0.1098 shown in figure 7.16(a) which could be understood almost
as 1 peak triangular function. Otherwise for parameters MP = 0.01 and RP = 0.347 depicted
in figure 7.16(b) the HIC value slightly increased however the shape more reflect the realistic
deceleration dependency.
The previous design was based on 18ms duration of impact. Therefore in further analysis
is chosen 13ms pulse duration and illustrated in figure 7.18.
The shorter pulse duration leads to shorter trajectory length however to higher HIC value.
Regarding figure 7.18 for HIC value 1000 the trajectory decreased from 60mm represented in
figure 7.11(a) to 55 mm represented in figure 7.18 with parameters RP=0.376 and MP=0.3.
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Figure 7.18: Dependency of HIC values according to ratio peak RP and corresponding tra-
jectory
As a third approach was used pulse duration T=23ms.
Figure 7.19: Dependency of HIC values according to ratio peak RP, local minimum MP and
corresponding trajectory
By increasing pulse duration time to 23 ms obviously the HIC value decreased however the
trajectory greatly increased.
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7.5 Conclusion of used functions
Basic functions
The section 7.2 was devoted to design the optimal deceleration curves by using sinusoidal,
rectangular or triangular function. However the best results of HIC value provide triangular
function tabled in table 7.10 due to great slope of first peak and after gentle reduction to
zero acceleration. Although sinusoidal function with 1 peak results in higher HIC value than
2 peak function, for triangular curves it is vice versa. The usage of more peak functions is
considered as more realistic from impact point of view. The reason of rectangular function
good results of HIC is due to fact that function is design as uniform curve along the pulse
duration. However mentioned design does not correspond to the real impact to the bonnet.
The comparison in following table is done to proposed trajectory MD=68.2mm (sec-
tion 7.1) and for HIC=650 and 1000.
Proposed trajectory MD=68.2mm
Sinus Rectangle Triangle
1 peak 2 peak 1 peak 2 peak 1 peak 2 peak
Pulse duration T [ms] 12.9 12.9 13 13 17.8 13.9
HIC 1041 901 808 808 698 780
Table 7.10: Results of pulse duration and HIC values for basic functions within trajectory
set to 68.2 mm
HIC=1000
Sinus Rectangle Triangle
1 peak 2 peak 1 peak 2 peak 1 peak 2 peak
Pulse duration T [ms] 13.3 12 11.3 11.3 13.9 11.8
Trajectory [mm] 70 63.3 59.4 59.4 53.5 57.8
Table 7.11: Results of pulse duration and trajectory for basic functions within HIC=1000
HIC=650
Sinus Rectangle Triangle
1 peak 2 peak 1 peak 2 peak 1 peak 2 peak
Pulse duration T [ms] 17.7 16.1 15 15 18.7 15.7
Trajectory [mm] 93 84.5 78.9 78.9 71.8 76.9
Table 7.12: Results of pulse duration and trajectory for basic functions within HIC=650
According to table 7.10 the triangular function provides best results regarding to proposed
trajectory MD where the HIC values are lower than by using sinusoidal and rectangular
function.
Similar results are obtained within restriction HIC=1000 resp. 650. For triangular function
the trajectory length is shorter against to both previous.
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Parametric function
After research of shapes impact curves the model of 2 peak parametric function was proposed
in detail described in section 7.4 where pulse duration T was set to 18 ms. A possible
changeable parameters were ratio of peaks RP and local minimum ratio MP. The RP range
from 0.1 to 1 and together with MP from 0.01 to 0.3 have created the 3D plot where trajectory
with corresponding HIC are investigated. As was mentioned before the proposed trajectory
MD=68.2mm in this case was not taken into account as mandatory restriction due to effort
to shows the dependencies of RP and MP to HIC and trajectory.
For 18 ms pulse duration which is representative and for constant trajectory (MD=68.2
mm) the shape of ”1 peak” function provide better HIC value against to distinguishable 2
peak function.
At constant trajectory (s=80 mm) for 18 ms pulse duration the triangular function where
the HIC is calculated from both peaks provide obviously better HIC value due to possible
longer trajectory to deformation.
In the end the results for 13ms resp. 23ms were shown results in 3D plots. For 13 ms the
whole graph moves to higher HIC values with lowering trajectory. Opposite behavior could
be observed for 23 ms.
Results shown that the 1 peak function provides better HIC values with respect to tra-
jectory. However as it was mentioned before the 1 peak function in real structures are hard
to design which will be shown in following chapter devoted to FEM modeling of bonnet
structure to obtain as low HIC as possible.
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8. Design of approximated bonnet struc-
ture
In previous chapter the most ideal-realistic deceleration curve was found. Now we try to
design structure of bonnet to follow analytic dependency. The mass of bonnet should be as
small as possible. The original bonnet mass is BM=19.4 kg therefore all further design it
respects as restriction. The model data are stored in ./SK461_SPX_001 directory.
8.1 Computational model
To create a computational model the ANSA preprocessor was used. This software serves as
a creator of geometrical model and finite element mesh. Also it allows to create model of
boundary conditions, model of material and model of contacts.
8.1.1 Geometrical model - first variant 000
The model of geometry goes out from geometry of superficial part of bonnet (further SupP)
depicted in figure 8.1(a). Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_020_000.pc. The
model of geometry was created by using edge splines and several points defining the curvature
of SupP geometrical model.Then by smoothing edge splines which served as boundaries,
the surface was created with respecting approximation points however it does not include
superficial skims as shown in figure with SupP. The resultant shape model of geometry of
bonnet is shown in figure 8.1(b).
(a) The superficial part of bonnet top from Superb
SK461
(b) The approximate model of bonnet top
Figure 8.1: Comparison of superficial to approximated model of bonnet
The first variant contains only the meshed surface by shell elements with thickness of
0.7 mm and it mass around 8.25 kg. The designed model has to have mass approximately
equally to the original superficial part of bonnet to ensure approximate strength and stiffness
properties which are prime for impact analysis.
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Finite element mesh
Due to fact that individual bonnet part are slight sheets and could be considered as thin-wall
structure therefore is suitable to use SHELL elements.
The designed bonnet body is meshed by shell elements with thickness 0.7 mm and 5
integration points through thickness positioned in the center of element. Three integration
points are sufficient to integrate bending and membrane effects [21]. However due to consid-
eration of material plasticity, the 5 integration points are necessary. The thickness of bonnet
surface remains same for all further designs due to keep the original bonnet mass. The mesh
generator serves to produce as mapped mesh (with quadratic elements) as possible, however
according to curved shape of bonnet it cannot mesh whole bonnet body with quadratic ele-
ments and thus somewhere it uses the triangle elements to fill the remain areas. However the
triangle elements are not suitable due to increasing stiffness and in extreme they can cause
over-stiffing the model, therefore one try to avoid them as much as possible. The quadratic
element is 4 node shell element with 6 degrees of freedom in each node i.e. displacement and
rotations. Strain at middle surface is obtain from field of displacements and shears from field
of rotations. Each node has following deform parameters:
(u, v, w, ϕx, ϕy, ϕz)
The stress and strains are calculated according to local coordinate system through thick-
ness and by using PAM SHELL 103 with 5 integration points in the middle of elements the
stresses are calculated in 5 layers of thicknesses. The triangle elements are similar to quadratic
elements however only with 3 node. The internal norm in Škoda Auto a.s. recommends the
edge length of elements to be not grater than 10 mm.
In further the foam layer is also used which is meshed by PAM SOLID 45 elements. It is
described by 8 nodes with same 6 degrees of freedom at each node as at shell element.
8.1.2 Modeling of boundary condition
Geometrical boundary conditions
The original model of bonnet is assembled from superficial part figure 8.1(a) and internal part
figure 8.2(b). Mentioned parts are glued together at the outer perimeter of both parts. To the
internal part left and right hinges are welded depicted in figure 8.3(b) and the front of bonnet
is bounded by LINK element which models the front lock of bonnet. Therefore only 3 places
and bounded. The ends of hinges and bottom part of front lock are constrained by RIGID
body boundary condition which model the connection to the rest of car. However first variant
takes into account geometrical model with only approximated superficial bonnet therefore
it is necessary to model substitute of hinges. According to previous model of boundary
condition on original bonnet, the places where the hinges are welded to the internal structure
are shown in figure 8.3(b). The position of red line is transformed to the approximated model
of bonnet and corresponding nodes are constrained. The nodes are constrained in two lines
due to possible overloading of separate nodes as illustrated in figure 8.3(a). The nodes at
left and right hinges are constrained in X,Y and Z direction, only nodes situated in the front
of model are constrained in Z and Y direction. Coordinate system is shown in figure 8.3(a).
Then is obtained fully constrained model depicted in figure 8.2.
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(a) The boundary conditions used for bonnet top (b) The boundary conditions used for original struc-
ture of bonnet
Figure 8.2: The boundary conditions used for bonnet top
As one can see in figure 8.3(a) the used boundary condition does not equally corresponds
with boundary conditions applied at original bonnet structure where the connection bolts
and front hook are constrained by rigid body. However due to lack of modeled hinges for ap-
proximated model of bonnet, the mentioned boundary conditions serve as reasonable starting
point.
(a) Detail of boundary conditions ap-
plied at location of left hinge
(b) Detail of boundary conditions ap-
plied at left hinge
Figure 8.3: The boundary conditions used for bonnet top - detail
Force boundary conditions
According to figure 8.4 the child impactor is used with internal label
SKxxx_xPC_impactor_110_2008.inc and situated in the middle of bonnet top as a first
approach. The impactor is aligned according to 50◦ from ground level. Applied initial velocity
boundary condition results in movement of impactor in X direction of local coordinate system
with velocity 11.3m
s
illustrated in figure 8.4(a). The gravitation field acts to the whole model
with gravity constant 9.81m
s2
shown in figure 8.4(b).
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(a) The initial velocity of impactor (b) The impactor aligned by 50◦ from
ground level and situated in the middle
of surface
Figure 8.4: The initial force conditions used for headform and bonnet structure - initial
velocity and gravity field
8.1.3 Model of contact
The model of geometry has several parts which can be in contact. In the first variant only
the approximated superficial bonnet and headform are in contact. In the rest of variants the
model is more complex however approach of using contact type is identical. The model use
two types of contacts recommended for crash simulation i.e. type 33 and type 36. Contact
solution is based on penalty method [22]. The definition of contact type 33 is symmetric
node-to-segment contact with edge treatment where are treated both surfaces against pene-
tration. The type 33 is Master-Slave contact type, where the slave nodes are checked against
penetration to the segments/edges of master side as shown in figure 8.5. Mentioned type
use also vice versa approach where the master nodes are treated with slave segments/edges
because of symmetric definition of contact. Type 36 is self-impacting contact with edge
treatment which need only slave elements where each node/edge of the slave side is checked
for penetrations to the segment/edges of same slave side [21].
Figure 8.5: Penetration definition for contact type 33
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The definition of contact [21] in ANSA corresponds to the following table:
Figure 8.6: The table with contact properties between skin of impactor and bonnet top
where IDCTC is identification number of contact, NSS is slave set of impactor surface ele-
ments, NMS is master set of bonnet surface elements. The T1SL and T2SL = 0 therefore
the sliding interference remains active until end of run. The hcont is the contact thickness
defined by distance away from a contact face where the physical contact is established showed
in figure 8.5.
SLFACM - penalty factor remains at 0.1 due to recommendation in [21]. SLFACM < 0.1
can cause perforation and otherwise greater value lead to severe stability problems.
FSV NL reflect force scaling factor for a penetration equal to the contact thickness. Re-
garding to FSV NL = 0 the contact force rise linearly along the contact thickness. The
IKFOR = 0 not activate calculation of kinematic force. PENKIN is unused dimensionless
scale factor due to not taking into account the kinematic force calculation.
The IREMOV = 0 neglect the removal of initial penetration from the sliding interface. The
headform is situated close to the bonnet structure. During positioning of headform to the
bonnet is possible to reach the contact thickness where the nodes would be in contact, there-
fore in the beginning of solution are moved out from contact thickness hcont. In the output
file contains information about number of iteration to remove initial penetration. Due to not
using the removal initial penetration is necessary to after solution review the output file to
number of iteration. If the nodes of impactor were in penetration area, then the impactor
is moved out from bonnet. The ILEAK = 0 disable obstruction of vent and leakage areas.
If the nodes and segments simultaneously defined as slaves in the TIED INTERFACE with
parameter IAC32 = 1 these affected nodes are not excluded from contact type 33. The
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FRICT represents standard Coulomb friction model where µc = FRICT . By internal norm
for contact between child impactor and steel bonnet is friction coefficient set to 0.65, for
friction between steel material to 0.1 and to friction between steel material and foam mate-
rial to 0.3. The IDFRIC = 0 neglect any advanced friction model ID [23]. The XDMP1
represents stiffness proportional nodal damping added to the normal contact penalty spring
forces between slave nodes and the master segments of this interface [21].
8.1.4 Model of material
Model of material used for shell elements
The material type used for original bonnet parts could not be used for educational purposes,
therefore my supervisor provide me steel material with similar properties internally labeled as
zste220i_CV UT_st_SHE_plc_sko. The model of material corresponds to elastic-plastic
isotropic thin shell material with enhanced plasticity algorithm that includes transverse shear
effect. It exactly satisfies Hill’s criterion and precisely updates the element thickness during
plastic deformation. [21]. The elastic behavior is defined by [24]:
• elastic modulus E
• shear modulus G = E
2(1+µ)
• Poisson’s ratio µ
• thickness te (due to large displacement/deformation geometric nonlinearity)
The plastic hardening is inputted as multi linear curve definition shown in figure 8.7. In
ANSA is necessary to input strain without units and corresponding stress in GPa.
Figure 8.7: The model of material zste220i defined by coordinates - plastic hardening
In the figure 8.7 is shown only plastic behavior of material. The modulus of elasticity is
E = 210000 MPa and Poisson’s ratio µ = 0.3. The yield strain εy = 0.001872 is used for
calculation of Yield stress σy = 393.3 MPa by Hook equation. Therefore after merging both
characteristic the model of material is defined in table 8.1 where after definition of last point,
the extrapolation of strain-stress curve is horizontal.
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Strain ε [-] Stress σ [MPa]
εy = 0.001872 σy = 393.3
εp1 = 0.006584 σp1 = 397.9
εp2 = 0.249872 σp2 = 506.5
εp3 > 0.249872 σp3 = 506.5
Table 8.1: Model of material - elastic-plastic behavior
Model of material used for solid elements
In further variants is also used foam material. Material type 45 corresponds to highly com-
pressible nonlinear elastic foam with strain-rate dependency. Due to VW policy the material
data could not be published, however in tension and compression is material behavior linear
and after strain ε = 0.9 the stress greatly increase.
8.2 Solution and checking the output file
In previous chapters were defined partial computational model of geometry, boundary con-
dition, material and contact. Each of model was created in ANSA preprocessor however for
solution the setup of PAM-CRASH solver is necessary. As geometric non-linearity type is
used large displacement / large deformation. The PAM-CRASH solver use implicit or explicit
algorithm. The differences are described below:
8.2.1 Implicit and explicit FEM algorithm [1]
The term implicit or explicit algorithm relates to mode of time integration of movement
equation. To fully understand the difference between both variant is proper to show approach
of equation compilation by mentioned algorithms.
Implicit algorithm
Let us consider solution of unsteady dynamic problem, described by movement equation
eq. (8.1). Suppose that is known solution in time instant t0, t1, t2, · · · tn and main aim is to
determine all unknown variable in time instant tn+1. Actual time step is ∆t = tn+1 − tn
M · U¨ +K ·U = F (t) (8.1)
where eq. (8.1) is movement equation (without damping). Movement equation in time instant
tn+1 is
M · U¨n+1 +K ·Un+1 = Fn+1 (8.2)
First is need to express required velocities and accelerations from differential formulas
U˙n+1 = (Un+1 −Un)/∆t (8.3)
U¨n+1 = (U˙n+1 − U˙n)/∆t (8.4)
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By using previous expressions one could evaluate acceleration U¨n+1 through displacements
U¨n+1 = (Un+1 − 2Un +Un−1)/∆t2 (8.5)
and substitute to eq. (8.1). After treatment one obtain set of equation for determination
unknown displacements in time instant tn+1
(K +M/∆t2)Un+1 = Fn+1 +M (2Un −Un−1/∆t2) (8.6)
If one marks dynamic stiffness matrix following matrix
Kˆ = K +M/∆t2 (8.7)
and dynamic load matrix following matrix
Fˆ = Fn+1 +M (2Un −Un−1)/∆t2 (8.8)
then displacements in time instant tn+1 are obtained by solving set of equation formally
similar to static problem
Kˆ ·Un+1 = Fˆ (8.9)
Characteristics of implicit algorithm
• Displacements in time instant tn+1 one obtain from movement equation in same time
instant
• If inertia forces are insignificant then from set of equation 8.9 is possible to not consider
mass matrix M and evaluation transfer to evaluation of static problem. To evaluate
each time step is must be calculated eq. (8.9) repeatedly.
• Implicit algorithm is unconditionally stable which means stable solution regardless
to time step ∆t. For unstable behavior is typical total collapse of solution during
evaluation of firsts time steps.
The longest time step are tried to be used if implicit algorithm is used. Long steps require
usage of tensor of large deformations to description kinematics of movement and lead to
necessity to iterate during each steps like that to enough-accurate fulfill movement equation
8.6 in each time step. It is usually done by increment-iteration algorithm modified Newton-
Raphsons method.
Explicit algorithm
Similarly to previous section the main aim is to solve movement equation eq. (8.1) to ap-
proximate acceleration however now is used central difference method:
U¨ = (Un+1 − 2Un +Un−1)/∆t2 (8.10)
by substitution of acceleration to movement equation in time instant tn
M · U¨n +K ·Un = Fn (8.11)
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after modification for displacements in time instant tn+1
(M/∆t2)Un+1 = Fn −K ·Un +M (2Un −Un−1)/∆t2 (8.12)
Basic characteristic features explicit algorithm are stated in same order as are at implicit
algorithm - this lead to better illustration of differences between both algorithms.
Characteristics of explicit algorithm
• Displacements in time instant tn+1 one obtain from movement equation 8.11, defined
for previous time instant tn, thence term - explicit.
• If one neglect mass matrix the algorithm becomes unusable, is not possible to solve
static problems.
• The fundamental advantage of explicit formulation shows if is used diagonal mass ma-
trix M . In that case the set of equations 8.12 decay into separate independent equa-
tions. From each one is possible directly express unknown variable on element level
without necessity of compilation global stiffness and mass matrices. One time step
of explicit algorithm is by several order faster to solve against to corresponding time
step of implicit algorithm. Moreover within increasing the complexity of problem in-
crease the number of operation of explicit solver only linearly to number of unknown
variables, while by using of implicit solver the quadratic dependence on width of cue
matrix system. That is major limitation for spatial problem with complex topology
mesh.
• Major limitation of explicit formulation is in other side the conditioned stability of
algorithm. Stable results are obtained only by using sufficient small time step
∆t ≤ ∆tcr (8.13)
where critical length of time step ∆tcr depends on density of mesh and on velocity c
sound speed (stress waves) in evaluated structure
∆cr = L/c (8.14)
c =
√
E
ρ
(8.15)
In aforementioned equations the L represents characteristic dimension of smallest
element in mesh, E is Young modulus and ρ is density of material. The critical time
step could be defined as transit period stress wave by smallest element of mesh. For
typical sizes of elements in common analyzes and with velocity of stress waves in steel
material c ≈ 5000m/s is usual time step very short, in order up to 10−5 − 10−7 s. It
is 100-1000 times less than typical time step of implicit algorithm. By using explicit
algorithm it therefore analyzed time interval discretized to far more shorter time steps,
which solution is much faster than by using implicit algorithm.
As input file to solver serves the *.pc file which contains several parameters:
ANALYSIS - explicit
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Characteristic Explicit Implicit
Convenient for class of
problems
fast dynamic tran-
sient problems with
distinctly nonlinear
behavior, impact
loading, large spatial
problems with com-
plicated topology of
mesh
static and ”slow” dy-
namic problems with
gentle nonlinearities of
plasticity type, plane
and topologically sim-
ple spatial mesh
Software character simple source code, in-
ternal memory
more sophisticated
programs, communi-
cation with external
memory
Time step short long (100-1000 times
longer)
Matrix inversion no yes
Balanced iteration
within step
no yes
Kinematic description
of movement within
step
small rotations large rotations
Memory requirements small large
Table 8.2: Comparison of explicit and implicit characteristics
STOPRUN ENERGY XX - if total energy ETOT increases by XX percent or more, the
execution is stopped. Total energy is defined according to eq. (8.16) [21].
ETOT = E
Struct
INT + E
SIT
INT + E
Struct
KIN −WEXT (8.16)
ESITINT = E
SIS
INT + E
SIF
INT (8.17)
where
• ETOT is the total energy present at any time in the system
• EStructINT is the internal energy, stored and absorbed by the material of the structure, plus
the absorbed hourglass mode energy
• ESISINT is the elastic energy stored by Sliding Interface contact Spring
• ESIFINT is the energy dissipated by Sliding Interface contact Friction
• EStructKIN is the kinetic energy of structure
• WEXT is the work done by externally applied forces (including acceleration field, pres-
sure, velocity boundary conditions.)
SHELLCHECK - NO
SOLIDCHECK - NO
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SHELLCHECK and SOLIDCHECK serves as a check of quality of used shell and solid
elements. Due to preprocessors norm in ANSA the distorded shell and solid elements are
avoided during creation of geometrical model therefore in solution setup is checking disabled.
DATACHECK - YES, it checks consistency of the data in the input file e.g. kinematic
compatibilities.
MERGEGAP - X.XX is the tolerance where the nodes of adjacent unconnected elements
are taken to be merged.
UNIT MM KG MS KELVIN - units used in model.
TIME 30 ms - the termination time of solution
OCTRL - output parameters, which are default and only essential value is THPOUTPUT
INTRERVAL set to 0.1ms and therefore data of acceleration, velocity curves etc. are with
30Hz discretization frequency.
TCRTL - Time step control
INITIAL 0 - by user imposed initial time step, if 0 time steps are computed by the program
INIT_MASS_SCALE - mass scaling criterion time step, explained in section 8.2.2.
NODAL - YES - activate nodal time step scheme.
DYNA_MASS_SCALE - dynamic mass scaling time step, explained in section 8.2.2.
STIFFNESS_SCALE XX1 XX2 - XX1 value is the minimum solution time step, XX2 is
the minimum factor αmin = ∆te/XX1.
SHELL_TIMESTEP SMALL BEND - is strongly recommended if more options for time
step controls are used. SMALL stringent time step criterion is used. For BEND the shell
time step is ∆tshell = k ·min
{
L
c
;min
{
1; L
31/2·te
}}
ECTRL - Element control
RATEFILTER XX - "Strain Rate Filtering damps high frequency vibrations and avoid er-
roneous predictions of stresses that may occur when using common strain rate laws together
with elastic-plastic materials" [21]
STRAINRATE YES - activated strain rate, stress-strain curves are dependent on strain
rate which define the behavior of material.
After solving by *.pc file one can review the output of PAM-CRASH solver. It contains
several important informations. Errors, warning, and infos sorted by importance shows the
problems occurred in solving process. Only one warning appeared at acceleration field of
impactor where the slave nodes have been removed and therefore problem was fixed.
8.2.2 Mass scaling and time step
The element time step is calculated according to eq. ∆telem = lc
√
ρ
E
where lc is characteristic
length, ρ mass density of element, E elastic modulus [25]. If the element time step calculated
regarding to initial check of mesh size is smaller than defined by Initial Mass Scale = XXms,
the time step is adjusted by density of elements to obtain Initial Mass Scale XXms time step.
Obviously shorter time step lead to convergence calculation however with high computational
time. Therefore is applied scale factor 0.9 to preserve conservative calculation with highest
time step as possible.
During calculation where the structure is deformed mentioned time step is further tried
to be preserved by Stiffness scale control. Corresponding time step to deformed structure
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∆telem = lc
√
ρ
E
is adjusted by parameter E which is possible to minimal reduction to 0.1 time
to original E. Stiffness scale control protect against excessive reduction of stable solution
time step ∆ts due to large mesh distortion [21]. Another approach is to change dynamic
mass scaling function where the mass density is modified. However both parameters could
not be arbitrarily modified. One side of problem where the stiffness is to small controlled
by coefficient 0.1*E and the density mass could be checked in PAMCRASH output solver
by Mass Scaling Scaling information where for example 100g added mass to the whole car
structure is in tolerance however 15 kg is unacceptable.
As an output are generated *.DSY and *.THP files which first one contain an animation
of impact and geometry of model and the second contains all time history post processor
entities such as curves of displacement, acceleration etc.
8.3 Post-processing
The default post-processor for PAM-CRASH solver is Virtual Environment. However at
Škoda Auto a.s. µETA post processor by BETA Systems is used with extension of several
scripts developed by Škoda Auto a.s. By using them the results are opened and represented
in 3 tabs. First serve to shown of animated 3D model impact. The most interesting tab
contains deceleration curve along the time with calculated HIC values shown in figure 8.8(a).
First variant of geometrical model shows that the displacement in Z direction which represent
maximal deflection of bonnet, achieved maximal value of 95 mm illustrated in figure 8.8(b).
Although the HIC value of 340 appears very small, regarding to the large deflection it is
obvious. According to section 7.1 the maximal deflection of bonnet remain at Zt = 60mm
therefore further improvements of bonnet design are calculated.
(a) The magnitude of acceleration (left y-axis) with
HIC value (right y-axis) for the first model of bonnet
top
(b) The Z displacement of impactor for the first
model of bonnet top
Figure 8.8: The solved first design of bonnet top
8.4 Variant 001
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_020_001.pc. According to the section 8.1 the
computational model is similar except minor changes. The section 7.4 deals with analytical
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deceleration curves with two peaks and therefore by creating shifted rigid surface is possible
to approach to 2 peak analytical model of deceleration pulse.
The geometrical model of variant 001 include same shape of approximated superficial
bonnet part, however the model is extended by copied and shifted bonnet surface by 60 mm
in Z direction as depicted in figure 8.9(a).
The model of boundary condition is extended for all DOF applied to shifted bonnet part
which simulate tough engine parts where the headform after deformation of superficial bonnet
part could hit. Due to applied constraint the acceleration field is not applied to rigid surface.
The model of contacts is extended to contact between superficial and rigid surface due to
necessity of not perforation and penetrations of element entities to each other. Therefore the
contact type 33 with friction coefficient 0.1 were used again due to contact between metal
materials.
(a) The deformation of variant 001 (b) The magnitude of acceleration with HIC = 7800
for the variant 001
Figure 8.9: The results of variant 001
According to figure 8.9 the HIC value increased to 7800 due to immediately stopped
movement in Z direction of headform which hit to the bottom surface. The structure of
variant 001 is schematically depicted in figure 8.9(a) where the syntax is based on following
rules. The first number represent of layer thickness, letters represent type of element (S-shell,
SL-solid) and last number represents position of layer in Z direction from first layer where Z
coordination is zero.
As one can notice in figure 8.9(b) the first peak magnitude is quite small and during first
peak is impactor slowed down. The HIC criterion should be calculated from region of first
peak as it was concluded in section 7.4 and therefore the second peak should be as small as
possible to ensure that.
8.5 Variant 002 (SK461_SPC_020_002.pc)
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_020_002.pc. The previous variant shows great
second peak which results to unacceptable HIC value. Therefore was necessary to improve
the geometrical model. Another shell bonnet part is set between top and rigid surface never-
theless with the thickness which corresponds to maximal allowable mass of bonnet structure
BM=19.4 kg defined in chapter 8.
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As a first approach is added middle shell surface between top and rigid shell part in
-30 mm in Z direction from top shell surface. According to figure 8.10(b) the HIC value
decreased to 1362 due to smaller second peak which still results in unacceptable HIC. With
considering middle shell surface with thickness 0.9 mm the mass of structure increased to
18.7 kg which fulfill requirements.
The model of boundary conditions takes into account the connection between middle
surface and top surface, where at the edges of both surfaces are corresponding nodes con-
strained by type 1 of rigid body shown as red lines with dots in the schematic sub-figure in
figure 8.10(a). Rigid bodies are elements of infinite stiffness. The type 1 is stiff rigid body
where the moments are transmitted from both connected nodes. The boundary conditions at
the edges correspond to the original bonnet where the edges are glued together and therefore
whole bonnet structure behave as one part.
(a) The deformation of variant 002 (b) The magnitude of acceleration with HIC = 1245
for the variant 002
Figure 8.10: The results of variant 002
8.6 Variant 003
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_020_003.pc. The difference to variant 002 is
only in the position of middle surface between top and bottom face. The best achieved results
of HIC are shown in figure 8.11 with HIC=650.
(a) The deformation of variant 003 (b) The magnitude of acceleration with HIC = 650
for the variant 003
Figure 8.11: The results of variant 003
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8.7 Variant 004
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_020_004.pc. Although was mentioned before
that the further movement of impactor does not influence the HIC value, for verification the
rigid surface is in this variant neglected. The maximal deformation of bonnet in Z direction
increased to 71 mm. The magnitude of acceleration is illustrated in figure 8.12 where the red
curve represents variant 003 and purple represents current variant.
(a) The deformation of variant 004 (b) The magnitude of acceleration with HIC = 650
for the variant 004
Figure 8.12: The results of variant 004
All previous variants take into account the maximal allowable mass of bonnet and maximal
deflection restrictions except last one, where is shown indifference to calculated HIC value to
variant 003. Because of HIC criterion is calculated in region of first peak any further impact
to engine parts after 60 mm deflection does not influence HIC value.
8.8 Variant 005
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_020_005.pc. The following variants takes into
account again rigid surface situated in the -60 mm from top surface. To preserve smaller
second peak magnitude, the geometrical model includes foam layer from solid material PAM-
SOLID 45 where model of material is described in section 8.1.4. The foam layer is also
connected at the edges to the top and middle surface of bonnet structure by rigid bodies.
The edge nodes of top surface are constrained with the edge nodes of top face of foam
layer and at same time with the edge nodes of bottom surface as shown in schematic part
of figure 8.13(a). The 3 node rigid body element was used according to schematic part of
figure 8.13(a).
As in previous variant again is here introduced only configuration of geometrical model
where the position in Z direction and thickness of foam layer provide best achieved HIC
value. The HIC value decreased to 630.
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(a) The deformation of variant 005 (b) The magnitude of acceleration with HIC = 630
for the variant 005
Figure 8.13: The results of variant 005
In comparison with variant 003 the HIC value slightly decreased with smaller magnitude of
second peak. Therefore the variant with foam layer provide better results of HIC however it
results in more complicated geometrical model.
8.9 Variant 006
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_020_006.pc. Actual variant differ only in re-
moved rigid body surface at 60 mm to show the independence to change of HIC value on
further deflection of bonnet where the impactor can hit to engine parts.
(a) The deformation of variant 006 (b) The magnitude of acceleration with HIC = 640
for the variant 006
Figure 8.14: The results of variant 006
8.10 Variant 007
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_020_007.pc. The last variant of designed bonnet
structure merge all previous variants into one. In previous variant the foam is set to 5 mm
under the bonnet top. In reality is hard to manufacture the structure with foam material is
certain position between steel faces due to insufficient stiffness which preserve form of foam
layer. Therefore actual variant geometrical model is modified to foam layer attached to the
middle surface. Also is possible to attach the foam layer to the top bonnet surface however
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the bonnet structure would not be possible to manufacture. In manufacturing process the
top and middle bonnet part are glued at the edges and then inserted to the high temperature
furnace where the glue is hardened. If would be foam layer present during hardening it
would be damaged. Therefore after hardening process the foam layer is attached to the
middle surface. The actual variant depicted in figure 8.15(a) lead to HIC = 644 with mass
18.9 kg of bonnet structure.
(a) The deformation of variant 007 (b) The magnitude of acceleration with HIC = 644
for the variant 007
Figure 8.15: The results of variant 007
8.11 Comparison of variants
According to the previously designed variants is obvious the procedure to achieve as small
HIC value as possible within preserving mass and deflection restrictions. The each further
variant decreased HIC value by using more complex structure. The last variant shows slightly
higher HIC value against to variant 005 (variant 006 is not considered because of neglecting
rigid body surface). Nevertheless the foam layer is necessary to attach to the metal structure
due to manufacturing reasons as was mentioned before. The rigid body surfaces was always
positioned from origin of coordinate system by -60 mm in Z direction.
However in real geometrical model of car the engine parts are not uniformly distributed
in 60 mm from the surface of superficial bonnet part. Therefore the rigid surface simulates
the worst possible case for impact simulations and for evaluation of HIC.
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9. Design of original bonnet structure
The acquired knowledge from previous chapter now are used for computational model of
original bonnet structure with modification of internal part of bonnet. The model data are
stored in ./SK461_SPX_002 directory. As design restriction is 5 mm space between bonnet
structure and rigid surface where it is positioned in 60 mm in Z direction.
9.1 Computational model
As a original computational model served internally labeled FEM model variant SK461_A12
depicted in figure 6.2. The model was modified to use only bonnet part without rest of front
of car.
9.1.1 Geometrical model
The geometrical model of SK461_A12 was reduced to bonnet structure depicted in fig-
ure 9.1(a).
(a) Reduced geometrical model of SK461_A12 (b) Geometrical model of internal part without cen-
ter part
Figure 9.1: FEM model SK461_A12
The figure 9.1(b) shows the internal structure (with missing center structure) which is
connected with superficial bonnet part depicted in violet color in figure 9.1(a).
The internal structure contains also support parts for hinges (yellow and pink) and support
part for front lock (red), hinges and bonnet rubber stops. The hinges are connected by PLINK
constrains which serves as welding points. Also the superficial part with with internal part
is connected in the front of bonnet by PLINKs where the logo of Škoda is situated.
The missing center structure of internal bonnet part is replaced by structure from super-
ficial part. The shape of missing structure is projected to the superficial bonnet part and
it was copied and offset to the internal bonnet part. By preprocessing and connecting the
offset part to the internal structure the geometrical model is illustrated in figure 9.2(a).
The foam layer were also used in thickness of 5 mm and attached from back side of internal
part shown in figure 9.2(b) according to the manufacturing reasons described before. The
dimensions of foam layer correspond to the dimensions of shifted cut of superficial part.
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(a) Modified geometrical model of internal part -top
view
(b) Modified geometrical model of internal part -
rear view
Figure 9.2: FEM model SK461_A12
Finite element mesh
The procedure is same as was described in section 8.1.1.
9.1.2 Modeling of boundary condition
Geometrical boundary conditions
The original geometrical model was constrained according to figure 9.3 and figure 8.3(b).
Figure 9.3: Rigid body condition to the bonnet rubber stops and front lock
The difference in model of boundary conditions against to FEM model SK461_A12 is, that
the sides and rear part of bonnet are not supported by car structure, therefore the FEMmodel
variant SK461_A12 was recalculated to not consider the rest of car as model of boundary
condition.
Due to lack of car structure, again was used of shell element surface shown in figure 9.4
which was positioned in -60mm in Z direction and which was constrained by rigid bodies.
The shape of rigid surface goes out from shape of offset central structure.
Force boundary conditions
The force boundary conditions are same as were used in section 8.1.2.
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(a) The rigid surface positioned in -60mm simulat-
ing engine parts - top view
(b) The rigid surface
positioned in -60mm
simulating engine parts
- side view
Figure 9.4: Rigid surface
9.1.3 Model of contact
Again equal model is used as in section 8.1.3.
9.1.4 Model of material
According to section 8.1.4 the model of material are used same except to different numerical
values of stress-strain curves. The values of original used materials could not be published due
to VW policy, however publishable materials used in section 8.1.4 provide similar behavior
of material.
9.2 Solution and post-processing
The modified variants were solved with same setup of PAM-CRASH solver and post-processed
in META software as in section 8.2 and section 8.3.
9.3 Evaluation of FEM model variant SK461_A35
Whole computational model was prepared according to FEM model variant SK461_A12,
however during working on thesis the variant SK461_A35 perform better results of HIC.
Therefore as a geometrical model was used variant SK461_A35 with same other models
according to the computational model 8.1 (material, boundary conditions, contact etc.)
The variants differ only (from SK461_A12) in foam material mounted to rear side of
internal structure and thus the variant model more corresponds to my geometrical model
proposals where is also used foam layer. Another geometrical modification to SK461_A35
added rigid surface positioned in -60 mm in Z direction. From original A35 variant also
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the geometrical boundary conditions differ due to lack of front car structure. Therefore the
evaluation of HIC result do not correspond to real car structure where also the engine parts
are not in uniform distance from superficial part of bonnet.
The foam layer in the A35 variant would interfere with the rigid surface and therefore
the geometry was modified according to figure 9.5. In further evaluation A35 variant, the
impact point positioned to the structure where is missing rigid surface will provide better
value of HIC due to longer trajectory of impactor during collision and will be excluded from
evaluation of overall performance.
Figure 9.5: The modified rigid surface - back view
As evaluation criterion served the quantitative comparison called OVERALL PER-
FORMANCE - OR. According to the test protocol [26] the evaluation of head injuries
goes out from following color boundaries listed in table 9.1
Group HIC value range Points
Green ≤ 650 1
Yellow 650-1000 0.75
Orange 1000-1350 0.5
Brown 1350-1700 0.25
Red ≥ 1700 0
Table 9.1: HIC value range for evaluation according to test protocol [26]
Whole bonnet top structure is then evaluated according to test protocol, where as output
serve number of points from child zone of headform testing. However mentioned scale is too
rough for showing difference between own design variants and therefore the refinement of
scale is listed in table 9.2.
Group HIC value range Points Coefficient cgroup
Green ≤ 650 1 1
Yellow 650-750 0.75 0.75
Orange 750-850 0.5 0.5
Brown 850-950 0.25 0.25
Red ≥ 950 0 0
Table 9.2: Modified HIC value range for evaluation
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Evaluation of each variant is done by point achievement and also according following
equation of OVERALL PERFORMANCE:
OR =
c1 ·NOP1 + c2 ·NOP2 + c3 ·NOP3 + c4 ·NOP4 + c5 ·NOP5
NOPtotal
(9.1)
where c1,2,3,4,5 are coefficients representing each group and NOP1,2,3,4,5 are number of points
belong to corresponding HIC value range. NOPtotal is number all test points.
The HIC values of original bonnet top from series A35 are used as original results of bonnet
structure which serves for further design as results to be compared with. As was mentioned
before due to VW policy the value of HIC could not be published therefore further design
shows only percentage of improvement.
The method is based on value range and is obvious to non-possibility of achievement
100% of overall performance.
Group Number of impact points within range NOP1,2,3,4,5 Total achieved points
Green 0 0 · 1 = 0
Yellow 3 3 · 0.75 = 1.5
Orange 12 12 · 0.5 = 6
Brown 16 16 · 0.25 = 4
Red 26 26 · 0 = 0
Total 57 11.5
Overall performance OP = 20%
Table 9.3: Overall performance for A35 variant
Following figure shows original HIC values of series variant A35 with overall rating to 20%.
Figure 9.6: HIC overall performance for series A35 FEM model with rigid surface at -60 mm
and missing front car structure - OP = 22%
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9.4 Variant X00 - 002
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_002_000.pc. Following sections describe the
design approaches of internal structure. The geometrical model design procedure is described
in section 9.1.1. The first variant X00 is designed according to the similar shape of decel-
eration curve shape in variant 007 section 8.10 from previous chapter where the foam layer
is attached to the bottom surface of internal structure which corresponding to the bonnet
structure of 007 variant. As was mentioned, the center part of superficial bonnet structure
is copied and offset. For this variant to -6 mm in Z direction. The offset element surface was
connected to the internal part and at the places of connection the mesh was improved by
ANSA tools for creation of mesh. The modified internal structure is illustrated in figure 9.7
with first approach of morphing mesh.
Figure 9.7: The internal structure by offsetting part of superficial bonnet top with rough
morphing grid - variant X01
Current variant shows similar result regarding to variant 007 of HIC value where the headform
impact direct into the center of bonnet.
The main aim is to investigate best deceleration of impactor by design proper bonnet structure
however also obtaining well results is desired across the whole area of bonnet. Therefore
further improvement of designs are tested on whole area of bonnet and further variants show
overall performance with modification of morphing points.
9.5 Variant X01 - 004
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_004_000.pc. The X01 variant uses finer mor-
phing grid and center part final shape of internal bonnet structure is shown in figure 9.8.
The morphing grid serves as a tool for modification of geometry for editing distance between
superficial part and internal structure. As one can notice the grid cover almost whole bonnet.
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However the center of structure was only content of morphing grid in ANSA preprocessor.
Each box has 8 vertices where for surrounding lines are applied tangent conditions. The
modification in Z direction lead to move of elements close to the position of modified vertex
and therefore due to tangent restriction the surface is smooth.
Figure 9.8: The internal structure by offsetting part of superficial bonnet top - variant X01
As it is shown in figure the morphing grid is labeled according to position e.g. T - top,
TC - top-center, C - center , BC - bottom-center, B - bottom. The number shows position
along transverse position and due to symmetry the points with same number are modified
together. Therefore each variant will use table with modification to variant X00 which serves
as base variant.
The variant X01 differ from X00 variant by modification of following points:
longitudinal position transverse position Z value [mm]
B 1 -30
B 2 -35
Table 9.4: Variant X01
The variant X01 provide by application of overall performance rating the OP = 52% and
HIC values distribution is shown in figure 9.9.
According to the variant A35 one can notice of overall improvement of HIC values re-
garding especially to points located in the middle of bonnet. However by approaching to the
edges of bonnet in current variant, the bonnet provide worse results. This is obvious due to
different internal structure stiffness across the bonnet. The cut view of bonnet in the middle
of width is depicted in figure 9.10. The impact point in the middle of bonnet top is quite
far from boundary edges therefore the internal structure in the middle is more flexible and
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Group Number of impact points within range NOP1,2,3,4,5 Total achieved points
Green 9 9 · 1 = 9
Yellow 14 3 · 0.75 = 10.5
Orange 14 14 · 0.5 = 7
Brown 15 15 · 0.25 = 3.75
Red 6 6 · 0 = 0
Total 58 30.25
Overall performance OP = 52%
Table 9.5: Overall performance for X01 variant
Figure 9.9: HIC overall performance for variant X01 - OP = 52%
therefore the impactor is slowed down gently. Otherwise at the bonnet edges the structure is
more stiff and impactor motion last shorter time which it leads to higher deceleration value.
Figure 9.10: Cut view for impact point D07 of variant X01
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9.6 Variant X02 - 005
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_005_000.pc. Following variant differ from
previous by moving tabled morphing points in Z direction.
longitudinal direction transverse direction Z value [mm]
B 2, 3 -20
BC 1 -5
BC 3 +5
ALL 1 -5
ALL 2, 3 -10
Table 9.6: Variant 005
The variant X02-005 provide overall performance OP=58%.
Group Number of impact points within range NOP1,2,3,4,5 Total achieved points
Green 4 4 · 1 = 4
Yellow 27 27 · 0.75 = 20.25
Orange 17 17 · 0.5 = 8.5
Brown 4 4 · 0.25 = 1
Red 5 5 · 0 = 0
Total 58 33.75
Overall performance OP = 58%
Table 9.7: Overall performance for X02 variant
Figure 9.11: HIC overall performance for variant X02 - OP = 58%
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9.7 Variant X03 - 006
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_006_000.pc. By moving almost every morphing
point far from superficial bonnet, the results are better. The design still reflect the condition
of 5 mm space between bonnet structure and rigid surface. Table 9.8 lists modifications of
bonnet structure:
longitudinal direction transverse direction Z value [mm]
ALL except B ALL -5
Table 9.8: Variant 006
Group Number of impact points within range NOP1,2,3,4,5 Total achieved points
Green 12 12 · 1 = 12
Yellow 27 27 · 0.75 = 20.25
Orange 12 12 · 0.5 = 6
Brown 4 4 · 0.25 = 1
Red 3 3 · 0 = 0
Total 58 39.25
Overall performance OP = 67%
Table 9.9: Overall performance for X03 variant
Figure 9.12: HIC overall performance for variant X03 - OP = 67%
Results obtained from simulation shows in overall performance OP=67%.
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9.8 Variant X04 - 007
Data file of current variant is SK461_SPC_007_000.pc. Variant X04 provide better results
by again application of point moving by values listed in table 9.8 where overall performance
increased to OP=72%. Also was tried to improve the current variant by moving several
morphing points however without recognizable improvement. Therefore is conluded that
present variant is the best from all previous analyzed designs. For the middle point E07 is
depicted the deceleration curve in figure A.8(a), energy relations in figure A.8(b) and force
curves in figure A.8(c).
Group Number of impact points within range NOP1,2,3,4,5 Total achieved points
Green 22 22 · 1 = 22
Yellow 19 19 · 0.75 = 14.25
Orange 8 8 · 0.5 = 4
Brown 7 7 · 0.25 = 1.75
Red 2 2 · 0 = 0
Total 58 42
Overall performance OP = 72%
Table 9.10: Overall performance for X04 variant
Figure 9.13: HIC overall performance for variant X04 - OP = 72%
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9.9 Torsional strength
Although the bonnet structure was designed to provide the best performance from HIC point
of view, it has to fulfill also the mass restriction and torsional strength.
First two restriction are taken into account in the all previous sections, however after
modification of last variant, the check of bonnet stiffness is necessary by performing the
torsional strength calculation.
The bonnet structure is clamped at hinges and in the end of one rubber stopper. The
rubber stopper is made of elastic material and therefore after applying clamped boundary
condition to the stopper is still possible the movement is position A. Instead of the second
rubber stopper is applied force at certain value. The force value and dimensions due to VW
policy could not be presented. Scheme of torsional strength test is shown in figure 9.14.
Figure 9.14: The torsional strength test
According to the regulation EP81601.21 the torsional strength is calculated by following
eq.
cT =
F · b
ϕist · 1000
[
Nm
grad
]
(9.2)
where F is applied force, b is distance between force and clamped boundary condition. The
ϕist angle of torsion defined as
ϕist = arcsin
|sA|+ |sB|
b
(9.3)
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where sA, sB is deflection at both structural points A or B.
The deflection of bonnet at positions A and B are measured on the superficial part of
bonnet.
The computational model was modified to the static analysis where was used implicit
solver. Therefore some of geometrical boundary condition was modified to application with
implicit solver. The weld elements represented by PLINK were replaced by MTOCO ele-
ments. After creating correct model of force boundary condition where the force was applied
the calculation shows results of torsional strength lower than original bonnet around 13%
however with similar deflection. Therefore requirements of torsional strenght cT and deflec-
tion were fulfilled.
9.10 Comparison of design with using original superfi-
cial bonnet top
By modifying bonnet structure the design was gained as good as possible. In the beginning
was shown rating criterion which was applied to each variant. The original bonnet structure
represented by FEM model A35 served for comparison to each variant by overall performance
factor OR. Following table 9.11 shows results of all previous mentioned variants.
Variant Achieved points Overall performance [%]
A35 11.5 20
X01 30.25 52
X02 33.75 58
X03 39.25 67
X04 42 72
Table 9.11: Overall rating for different variants
Variant X04 perform best overall performance OR with 72%. As was mentioned before the
overall rating could not lead to 100% cause of rating criterion. The each variant fulfill the
restiction of 5 mm free space between bonnet structure and rigid surface which is situated in
60 mm from superficial part of bonnet.
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10. Analysis of results
For the proposed deceleration curves, the energy absorbed by bonnet and maximal de-
flection of bonnet were used as restriction. The evaluation of basic function shown that the
results obtained by triangular function against to rectangular and sinusoidal provide best
HIC values and shortest trajectory in feasible point of view. The trajectory is dependent on
slope of first triangular peak where the greater slope lead to shorter trajectory. Therefore as
most ideal deceleration curve is one peak triangular function with great slope of increasing
part of peak. It could be achieved by active bonnet where the energy would be absorbed by
moving and then by deformation of bonnet. The HIC value only depends on magnitude of
acceleration and pulse duration.
Further the 2 peak triangular function was used as type of deceleration curve because of
hard realization one peak function. Again the absorbed energy served as restriction. The
evaluation against HIC level shows that above HIC=600 the one certain parametric config-
uration of 2 peak triangular function provide shortest trajectory. By decreasing the level of
HIC the trajectory increased. For HIC around 600 and below, the 2 parametric configura-
tions of triangular function provide same value of HIC however with different trajectory. It
is caused by HIC calculation from first respective both peaks. Obviously again the possible
longer trajectory would lead to dramatic reduction of HIC values.
The design of approximated bonnet structure served to application of proposed decelera-
tion curves. The headform was situated in the middle of bonnet structure. The center posi-
tion is far from geometrical boundary condition and therefore at center the bonnet structure
is most flexible. By proper design of bonnet the proposed deceleration curve was obtained
which lead into small HIC value as was possible to achieve. The foam material significantly
improved bonnet structure from HIC point of view simultaneously with respecting of the
bonnet mass restriction.
The analysis from approximated bonnet structure was applied into more realistic bonnet
structure. Again the foam material was used for performance improvement. The original
bonnet structure A35 provide worse results from HIC point of view against to last proposed
variant, where the results were evaluated from whole child zone of bonnet. By appropriate
modification of internal bonnet structure could be achieved more uniform low HIC values.
The further better optimization of bonnet structure is by using active bonnet, where before
of impact the bonnet is ejected more distant from engine parts. Therefore two mandatory
effects could be suppressed. It would be possible extend trajectory during impact and also
by first deflection followed by deformation of bonnet will cause the great slope of first peak.
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11. Conclusion
The thesis aimed to present optimization of deceleration curve of headform impact into car
bonnet of Škoda Superb II to provide best HIC values as possible.
• The research study shown that 21% of fatal injuries affect the pedestrian. Study dealt
with usage of dummies and impactors which serves as replacement of dummies parts for
pedestrian testing. From research goes out several advantages of impactors using due to
more accurate testing of chosen points against usage of dummies. Further the research
dealt with evaluation criteria for deceleration curve of decelerated impactor by collision
with bonnet. The Head Injury Criterion (HIC) is widely used and accepted from 1970’s
by automotive industry and goes out from extensive research of head injuries tolerance
represented by Wayne State Tolerance Curve (WSTC).
• The evaluation of impact analysis was performed by own written script in MATLAB
software and also by META post-processor software which served as verification tool,
where the provided data from Škoda Auto a.s. served as an input for evaluation. As a
headform was used child impactor. The simulated impacts to the child zone of bonnet
by explicit computational model were evaluated from energy point of view. For the
impact simulations where the HIC was smaller than 1000 the average energy consumed
by bonnet of En = 138.5J was obtained. This energy served as restriction to the design
variants of bonnet structure.
• In section 7.1 the analytical solution was performed. For geometrical model SK461_A12
variant was set the rigid surface to distance in -60 mm in Z direction from superficial
bonnet surface. The rigid surface substitute the engine parts. However the substitution
is conservative because of not uniform distance between bonnet and engine parts. The
impact into bonnet by child headform is done aligned by 50◦ from Ground Reference
Level and the bonnet is tilted by 10◦ therefore maximal direct translation of impactor
was calculated to MD = 68.2 mm. However real movement of impactor is not direct
therefore the MD trajectory served as simplification. As a first approach to design de-
celeration curves were used sinusoidal, rectangular and triangular functions. Mentioned
functions were used to model 1 or 2 peak deceleration curve. The HIC evaluation is only
dependent on magnitude of deceleration and pulse duration T. The resultant trajectory
depends on the magnitude of deceleration and pulse duration T except for triangular
function where in addition on parameter which determines the first slope of peak. The
greater slope causes shorter trajectory. From HIC point of view the triangle function
provide smallest values with respecting the trajectory MD=68.2 mm. The HIC for the
1 peak triangular function is smaller than for 2 peak, however in real bonnet structure
the 1 peak deceleration curve is hard to ensure. After review of all obtain deceleration
curve from Škoda Auto a.s., the parametric deceleration curve was proposed with pulse
duration T = 18 ms. As restriction parameter again served average absorbed energy
of bonnet En = 138.5J . The parameters RP (ratio of peaks) and MP (local minimum
peak) served for modification of function. The 3D plots shown the dependency of both
parameters to HIC and trajectory. For each level of HIC was shown possible set of
parameters where always the maximum of MP and minimum of RP led to shortest
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trajectory. Only one difference was only at HIC level 550, where the contour curve has
turning point in the middle and for same trajectory are possible two sets of parameters.
• Chapter 8 dealt with design of approximated bonnet structure for application of previ-
ous analysis where the best analytical deceleration curve was obtained. Therefore the
computational model of bonnet structure was created where by modification of bonnet
structure the best deceleration 2 peak curve was obtained. The rigid surface positioned
in -60mm represented uniform area of engine parts which is responsible to existence of
distinct second peak in deceleration curve. For structure was used boundary conditions
which corresponds to the original computational model created by Škoda Auto a.s.
The last variant used a foam layer of material attached from under bonnet structure.
The finite element mesh consist of SHELL elements with 5 integration points through
thickness for sheet parts of bonnet. The SOLID elements was used for meshing foam
layer. To the approximated bonnet structure was applied boundary conditions in hinges
and front lock. The FEM model of child impactor (headform) consist of FEM model
of 3 axis accelerometer which served as point for evaluation of acceleration, velocity
and displacement data. The velocity of 11.3 m/s was applied to the headform. The
whole model was set in gravity field. During impact the headform is in contact with
bonnet structure, therefore was created model of contact which use penalty method.
As a model of material for shell elements served multi linear isotropic elastic-plastic
material with enhanced plasticity algorithm. The elastic behavior was described by
elastic modulus E, shear modulus G, Poisson’s ratio µ and thickness te. For plastic
region served the sets of stress-strain values tabled in section 8.1.4. For solid elements
was also used multi linear material. Calculation was performed by PAM-CRASH solver
which used explicit algorithm, where the large displacement and strain were used as
type of geometric nonlinearity. The time step was calculated according to characteris-
tic length of elements used in mesh and during deformation of structure the time step
is modified. The best variant 007 of approximated bonnet structure appeared to be
structure with foam material.
• The chapter 9 was devoted to the design of bonnet structure and its modification
from HIC point of view. The computational model was almost identical to the model
described in chapter 8. It differs only by geometrical model where the FEM model
SK461A35 served as original bonnet structure. The geometry of superficial part was
not modified. Center structure of internal part of bonnet was substituted by offset
surface where the shape corresponds to superficial shape of bonnet. The shifted surface
was connected to the internal part and at regions of connection the mesh size was
restored. From the bottom of internal part the foam layer of 5 mm thickness was
attached. Again from superficial part was the surface of center part shifted in -60
mm in Z direction which served as rigid surface simulating engine parts. The internal
structure was modified by grid of morphing points in ANSA preprocessor which served
for geometrical modification of bonnet structure. The several variants was done to
approach the best distribution of HIC value across bonnet structure. For evaluation
was used modified SK461_A35 geometrical model where the rigid surface was set to -60
mm in Z direction. The front part of car was neglected therefore the car support parts
which served as another boundary conditions along the perimeter of bonnet surface
were not considered. The rigid surface does not completely correspond to engine parts,
where the space between bonnet and engine parts are not uniform. The modified variant
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SK461_A35 could not be compared with real Škoda Superb II car. It served as first
results for evaluation of bonnet design improvement. The last variant X04 according
to the modified scale was provide 42 points (overall performance 72%) against modified
variant SK461_A35 - 11.5pts. (overall performance 20%). The simulation of torsional
strength was done with fulfilling requirements of VW regulation.
According to previous items is concluded, that aims of the diploma thesis are satisfied.
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12. List of acronyms
ANSA pre-processor software for FEM
ASDH acute subdural haematoma
CAC Channel Amplitude Class
CFC Channel Frequency Class
DOF degrees of freedom
DSY file type - contains an animation of impact and geometry of model
EEVC European Enhanced Vehicle Safety Committee
EEVC EG17 EEVC Working Group 17
Euro NCAP European New Car Assessment Programme
FEM Finite Element Method
FMVSS Federal motor vehicle safety standards
FRICT value for Coulomb friction model
GSI Gadd Severity Index
HIC Head Injury Criterion
LINK link element
MADYMO MAthematical DYnamic MOdels software
Master active model entities in contact definition
MATLAB environment for numerical computation
META post-processor software for FEM
MTOCO multiple nodes to one node constrain
NHTSA National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
PAM-CRASH solver software for FEM
OP overall performance
PLINK point connection
PMHS post-mortem human surrogates
RIGID body element of infinite stiffness
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SHELL shell element with defined thickness
Slave passive model entities in contact definition
SOLID volume element
Solver algorithm for solution by finite element method
SupP superficial part of bonnet
SUV sport utility vehicle
TIED special type of contact simulating glued joint
THP file type - contains all time history post processor entities
WAD wrap around distance
WSTC Wayne State Tolerance Curve
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13. List of symbols
a [m · s−2] deceleration
A [g] acceleration in terms of g
Ap [g] magnitude of deceleration curve
b [m] distance between force and clamped boundary condition
BM [kg] mass of bonnet
c [m · s−1] velocity sound speed
cT [ Nmgrad ] torsional strength
En [J ] energy absorbed by bonnet
E [GPa] modulus of elasticity
F [N ] force
F [N ] vector of loads
G [GPa] shear modulus
K [N ·m−1] stiffness matrix
L [m] characteristic length of element
m [−] slope
mi [m · s−2] mass of impactor
MV [m · s−1] velocity
MP [−] local minimum between peaks
MD [mm] maximal allowable trajectory
RP [−] ratio of peaks
sA,B [m] deflection at structural points A and B
t1 [ms] time instant for HIC criterion
t2 [ms] time instant for HIC criterion
T [ms] pulse duration
u, v, w [mm] displacements
U [m] vector of displacements
v [m · s−1] velocity
v0 [m · s−1] initial velocity
Zt [mm] maximal possible deflection of bonnet in Z direction
ε [−] strain
µ [-] Poisson’s ratio
ρ [kg ·m−3] density
σ [MPa] stress
σy [MPa] yield stress
ϕx,y,z [rad] rotation components
ϕist [grad] angle of torsion
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Appendix A
Figures
Figure A.1: Determination of Upper Bumper Reference Line
Figure A.2: Determination of Lower Bumper Reference Line
Figure A.3: Determination of Corner of Bumper
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Figure A.4: Determination of wrap around distance
Figure A.5: Determination of the Bonnet Side Reference Lines
Figure A.6: The acceleration - time dependency for duration of impact 18 ms with RP=0.47
and MP=0.3
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Figure A.7: The acceleration - time dependency for duration of impact 18 ms with RP=0.6
and MP=0.15
(a) Variant X04 - deceleration curve along pulse du-
ration T
(b) Variant X04 - energy relations along pulse dura-
tion T
(c) Variant X04 - force curves along pulse duration T
Figure A.8: Results for variant X04
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Appendix B
HIC analysis script SK461_ALL.m
clc;
close all;
clear;
spot=input(’Which spot on bonnet would you like to investigate? ...
(use simple quotation marks) ’);
label=[’SK461_SPX_A12_Sc’ spot ’_ch101G_rt_A.crv’];
%% ------------=========== IMPORT PART ==========------------
%Acceleration
[MA]=importdata(label,’,’,5);
[T]=importdata(label,’,’,5);
[XACC]=importdata(label,’,’,1457);
[YACC]=importdata(label,’,’,1663);
[ZACC]=importdata(label,’,’,1869);
[XRACC]=importdata(label,’,’,2075);
[YRACC]=importdata(label,’,’,2281);
[ZRACC]=importdata(label,’,’,2487);
%HIC
[HIC]=importdata(label,’,’,211);
%Displacement and angles
%GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
[XANG]=importdata(label,’,’,3311);
[YANG]=importdata(label,’,’,3517);
[ZANG]=importdata(label,’,’,3723);
[XD]=importdata(label,’,’,3929);
[YD]=importdata(label,’,’,4135);
[ZD]=importdata(label,’,’,4341);
%MAGNITUDE OF DISPLACEMENT
[MD]=importdata(label,’,’,4547);
%ENERGY
%GLOBAL
[KINen]=importdata(label,’,’,5372);
[INTen]=importdata(label,’,’,5578);
[TOTen]=importdata(label,’,’,5784);
[HOUen]=importdata(label,’,’,5990);
[CONen]=importdata(label,’,’,6402);
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T=MA.data(:,1)/1000; %in seconds
MAMETA=MA.data(:,2)*1000;
MA=MA.data(:,2)*1000/9.81; %in multiples of ’g’ constant
XACC=(XACC.data(:,2)*1000);
YACC=(YACC.data(:,2)*1000);
ZACC=(ZACC.data(:,2)*1000);
XRACC=(XRACC.data(:,2));
YRACC=(YRACC.data(:,2));
ZRACC=(ZRACC.data(:,2));
Dx=(XD.data(:,2)/1000); %in meter
Dy=(YD.data(:,2)/1000); %in meter
Dz=(ZD.data(:,2)/1000); %in meter
Dm=MD.data(:,2)/1000; %in meter
XANG=(XANG.data(:,2)); %v rad
YANG=(YANG.data(:,2)); %v rad
ZANG=(ZANG.data(:,2)); %v rad
KINen=KINen.data(:,2);
INTen=INTen.data(:,2);
TOTen=TOTen.data(:,2);
HOUen=HOUen.data(:,2);
CONen=CONen.data(:,2);
%% EVAULATION
m=2.5; %kg
I=0.0036; %kgm^2
Fx=m.*XACC; %force by Newton’s law in X direction
Fy=m.*YACC; %force by Newton’s law in Y direction
Fz=m.*ZACC; %force by Newton’s law in Z direction
F=m.*MAMETA;
Mkx=I.*XRACC;
Mky=I.*YRACC;
Mkz=I.*ZRACC;
[hic,time,t1,t2]=HICcalc(T,MA);
format short g
hicmeta=HIC.data(2,2)
timemeta=(HIC.data(3,1)-HIC.data(1,1)) %in ms
hic
timems=time*1000 %in ms
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%% POST-PROCESING...PLOTS
figure(1)
plot(T,Dx,T,Dy,T,Dz,T,0)
legend(’Dx’,’Dy’,’Dz’,3)
xlabel(’Time [s]’)
ylabel(’Displacement [m]’)
xlim([0 0.02])
title(’Displacements vs. time’)
figure(2)
plot(T,Fx,T,Fy,T,Fz,T,0)
legend(’Fx’,’Fy’,’Fz’,4)
xlabel(’Time [s]’)
ylabel(’Force [N]’)
xlim([0 0.02])
title(’Forces vs. time’)
figure(3)
p = plot(Dx,Fx,Dx,0);
title(’Relation between force Fx and trajectory Dx’)
xlabel(’Trajectory Dx [m]’)
ylabel(’Force Fx [N]’)
set(p,’Color’,’blue’,’LineWidth’,2)
figure(4)
p = plot(Dy,Fy,Dy,0);
title(’Relation between force Fy and trajectory Dy’)
xlabel(’Trajectory Dy [m]’)
ylabel(’Force Fy [N]’)
set(p,’Color’,’green’,’LineWidth’,2)
figure(5)
p = plot(Dz,Fz,Dz,0);
title(’Relation between force Fz and trajectory Dz’)
xlabel(’Trajectory Dz [m]’)
ylabel(’Force Fz [N]’)
set(p,’Color’,’red’,’LineWidth’,2)
figure(6)
plot(T,XANG*180/pi,T,YANG*180/pi,T,ZANG*180/pi,T,0)
legend(’angle x’,’angle y’,’angle z’,3)
xlabel(’Time [s]’)
ylabel(’Angles [deg]’)
title(’Angle change during impact’)
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xlim([0 0.02])
figure(7)
plot(T,Mkx,T,Mky,T,Mkz,T,0)
legend(’Mkx’,’Mky’,’Mkz’,3)
xlabel(’Time [s]’)
ylabel(’Moment [Nm]’)
title(’Moment vs. time’)
enx=trapz(Dx,Fx);
eny=trapz(Dy,Fy);
enz=trapz(Dz,Fz);
en=abs(enx+eny+enz);
enrx=trapz(XANG,Mkx);
enry=trapz(YANG,Mky);
enrz=trapz(ZANG,Mkz);
enr=enrx+enry+enrz;
%en1=trapz(s,F); %pocet presne podle METY
figure(8)
plot(T,MA)
xlabel(’Time [s]’)
ylabel(’Magnitude of acceleration [g*m/s^2]’)
title(’Relation between time T and magnitude of acceleration MA’)
legend([’HIC = ’ num2str(round(hic))], 1)
xlim([0 0.02])
k1 = find(T==t1);
k2 = find(T==t2);
hold on
plot(t1,MA(k1),’--rs’,’LineWidth’,2,...
’MarkerEdgeColor’,’k’,...
’MarkerFaceColor’,’g’,...
’MarkerSize’,10);
plot(t2,MA(k2),’--rs’,’LineWidth’,2,...
’MarkerEdgeColor’,’k’,...
’MarkerFaceColor’,’g’,...
’MarkerSize’,10);
time=(t2-t1)*1000 ;
% figure(9)
% plot(T,Dm)
% xlabel(’Time [s]’)
% ylabel(’Magnitude of displacement [g*m/s^2]’)
% title(’Relation between time T and magnitude of displacement Dm’)
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% xlim([0 0.02])
% figure(10)
% plot(Dm,MA)
% xlabel(’Magnitude of displacement [g*m/s^2]’)
% ylabel(’Magnitude of acceleration [g*m/s^2]’)
% title(’Relation between magn. of displacement Dm and magn. of acc. MA’)
% xlim([0 0.02])
%
figure(11)
plot(T,KINen,T,INTen,T,TOTen,T,CONen)
legend(’Kinetic energy’,’Internal energy’,’Total energy’,’Contact energy’,3)
xlabel(’Time [s]’)
ylabel(’Energy [J]’)
title(’Global energy’)
xlim([0 0.02])
ylim([0 180])
totalenergy=KINen(end)+INTen(end)+CONen(end);
energyINTCON=INTen(end)+CONen(end)
energyINT=INTen(end)
en
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Appendix C
HIC script ”HICcalc.m”
1 function [hic,time,t1,t2]=HICcalc(T,MA)
2
3 v = cumtrapz(T,MA); % Velocity added from time t(1)
4 n = length(MA);
5 hic = -inf;
6 for it = 1:n-1
7 for jt = it+1:n
8 if (T(jt)-T(it))<0.015
9 h = (T(jt)-T(it))*((v(jt)-v(it))/(T(jt)-T(it)))^2.5;
10 if h > hic
11 hic = h;
12 t1=T(it);
13 t2=T(jt);
14 end
15 else
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 time=t2-t1;
20 end
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Appendix D
Triangular parametric function ”triangle_acctraj.m”
Due to long script, the file the triangle_acctraj.m is saved in CD.
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